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ABSTRACT

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is an industry-standard
suit of protocols designed for Wide Area Networks (WANs). The roots of the TCP/IP
can be traced back to the packet switching network experiments conducted by the US
Department of Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). IP is a
connectionless protocol primarily responsible for addressing and routing packets
between hosts, that is, a session is not established before exchanging data. IP is
unreliable in that delivery is not guaranteed. An acknowledgement is not required when
data is received. where as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is responsible for
controlling the transmission of data from one host to another host. The TCP/IP utilities
include File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP), Remote
Procedure Call (RPC), Telnet, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), Domain
Name System (DNS), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
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INTRODUCTION

All modern operating systems offer TCP support and most large networks rely
on TCP for much of their network traffic. This is the technology for connecting
dissimilar systems.
In first chapter, we will see the relationship of OSI and TCP/IP layered
:

architectures, a history of TCP/If and the Internet, the structure of the Internet, Internet
and IP addresses, TCP/IP Components and Different Environments Support by TCP/IP.
Using these concepts, we will then move on to look ARP and IP Addresses and The
Domain Name System.
The second chapter begins with the TCP/IP configuration files for administrative
basics, showing how it configures and the format of its commands in the basic files. The
rest of the chapter covers gateway information necessary to configure the TCP/IP on
.
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system. We will start in-depth look at the, Setting the Host Name, Loop Back Driver,
managing the Address Resolution Protocol. We will cover how to use ifconfig and how
it does its task. The function anq working of The inetd Daemon, The netstat Command
programs in TCP/IP configuration. In the end we will look at the ping Utility and
Tracing a TCP/IP based Connection after configuring on system.
The third chapter moves to the setting up a TCP/IP based server and client. First
we will look at how to set up a TCP/IP based server in the Windows NT environment.
In this we will also discuss The Sample Network, Configuring TCP/IP Software,
Configuring Windows NT Server and Testing the Server Çonfigurations. We will also
look at the setting up TCP/IP based Windows Client. Here we will look installation,
configuration and testing of Windows-Based TCP/IP NetManage's Chameleon.
In fourth chapter, we will see the troubleshooting of TCP/IP. In this we will look
how we can troubleshoot the problems usually faced after configuring TCP/IP on any
machine. The problems could be in the Network Interface, Network (IP) Layer, TCP
and UDP confliction and Application Layer. So we will discuss here Troubleshooting of
Network Interface, Network (IP) Layer, TCP and UDP and Application Layer. In last
I

we will have a look in the security in TCP/IP transmission, as Routers can be significant
in a network's security plan so by restrict traffic through the router in some manner how
can we increase security.

vıı

1. INTRODUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

OF TCP/IP

1.1 Protocols
Computer protocols define the manner in which communications take place. If one
computer is sendin~ information to another and they both follow the protocol properly,
the message gets through, regardless of what types of machines they are and what
operating systems they run. As long as the machines have software that can manage the
protocol, communications are possible, Essentially, a computer protocol is a set of rules
that coordinates the exchange of information,
Protocols have developed from very simple processes ("I'll send you one character, you
send it back, and I'll make sure the two match") to elaborate, complex mechanisms that
cover all possible problems and transfer conditions. A task such as sending a message
from one coast to another can be very complex when you consider the manner in which
it moves. A single protocol to cover all aspects of the transfer would be too large,
unwieldy, and overly specialized. Therefore, several protocols have been developed,
each handling a specific task.

1.1.1 Protocol Headers
Protocol

control information

is information

about the datagram to which it is

attached. This information is usually assembled into cı block that is attached to the front
of the data it accompanies and is called a header or protocol header. Protocol headers
are used for transferring information between layers as well as between machines. When
a protocol header is passed to the layer beneath, the datagram including the layer's
header is treated as the entire datagram for that receiving layer, which adds its own
protocol header to the front. Thus, if a datagram started at the application layer, by the
time it reached the physical layer, it would have seven sets of protocol headers on it.
These layer protocol headers are used when moving back up the layer structure; they are
stripped off as the datagram moves up. An illustration of this is shown in Figure 1. 1
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Figure 1.1 layer protocol headers

1.2 TCP/IP
TCP and IP Define as follow:

1.2.1 TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
TCP is not a piece of software. It is a communications protocol. When you install a
TCP stack on your machine, you are installing the TCP layer, and usually a lot more
software to provide the rest of the TCP/IP services. TCP is used as a catch-all phrase for
TCP/IP in many cases.

1.2.2 IP (Internet Protocol)
The Internet Protocol (IP) rs a primary protocol of the OSI model, as well as an
integral part of TCP/IP (as the name suggests). Although the word "Internet" appears in
the protocol's name, it is not· restricted to use with the Internet. It is true that all
machines on the Internet can use or understand IP, but IP can also be used on dedicated
networks that have no relation to the Internet at all. IP defines a protocol, not a
connection. Indeed, IP is a very good choice for any network that needs an efficient
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protocol for machine-to-machine

communications,

although it faces some competition

from protocols like Novell NetWare's IPX on small to medium local area networks that
use NetWare as a PC server operating system

1.3

TCP/IP History

The architecture of TCP/IP is often called the Internet architecture because TCP/IP
and the Internet as so closely interwoven The Internet was originally proposed by the
precursor of DARPA, called the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), as a
method of testing the viability of packet-switching networks. (When ARPA's focus
became military in nature, the name was changed.) During its tenure with the project,
ARPA foresaw a network of leased lines connected by switching nodes. The network
was called ARPANET, and the switching nodes were called Internet Message
Processors, or IMPs.
The ARPANET was initially to be comprised of four IMPs located at the University
of California at Loş Angeles, the University of California at Santa Barbara, the Stanford
Research Institute, and the University of Utah. The original IMPs were to be Honeywell
316 minicomputers.
The contract for the installation of the network was won by Bolt, Beranek, and
Newman (BBN), a company that had a strong influence on the development of the
network in the following years. The contract was awarded in late 1968, followed by
testing and.refinement over the next five years.
In 1971, ARPANET entered into regular service. Machines used the ARPANET by
connecting to an IMP using the "1822" protocol-· so called because that was the number
of the technical paper describing the system. During the early years, the purpose and
utility of the network was widely (and sometimes heatedly) discussed, leading to
refinements and modifications cıs users requested more functionality from the system.
A commonly recognized need was the capability to transfer files from one machine to
another, as well as the capability to support remote logins. Remote logins would enable
a user in Santa Barbara to connect to a machine in Los Angeles over the network and
function as though he or she were in front of the UCLA machine. The protocol then in
use on the network wasn't capable of handling these new functionality requests, so new
protocols were continually developed, refined, and tested.
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Remote login and remote file transfer were finally implemented in a protocol called
the Network Control Program (NCP). Later, electronic mail was added through File
Transfer Protocol (FTP). Together with NCP's remote logins and file transfer, this
formed the basic services for ARPANET.
By 1973, it was clear that ;NCP was unable to handle the volume of traffic and
proposed new functionality.

A.. project was begun to develop a new protocol. The

TCP/IP and gateway architectures were first proposed in 1974. The published article by

'
Cerf and Kahn described a system that provided a standardized application protocol that
also used end-to-end acknowledgments.
Neither of these concepts were really novel at the time, but more importantly (and
with considerable vision), Cerf and Kahn suggested that the new protocol be
independent of the underlying network and computer hardware. Also, they proposed
universal connectivity throughout the network. These two ideas were radical in a world
of proprietary hardware and software, because they would enable any kind of platform
to participate in the network. The protocol was developed and became known as
TCP/IP.
A series of RFCs (Requests for Comment, part of the process for adopting new
Internet Standards) was issued in 1981, standardizing TCP/IP version 4 for the
ARPANET. In 1982,'TCP/IP supplanted NCP as the dominant protocol of the growing
network, which was now connecting machines across the continent. It is estimated that a
new computer was connected to ARPANET every 20 days during its first decade. (That
might not seem like much compared to the current estimate of the Internet's sıze
doubling every year, but in the early 1980s it was a phenomenal growth rate.)
During the development of ARPANET, it became obvious that nonmilitary researchers
could use the network to their advantage, enabling faster communication of ideas as
well as faster physical data tranşfer. A proposal to the National Science Foundation lead
to funding for the Computer Science Network in 1981, joining the military with
educational and research institutes to refine the network. This led to the splitting of the
network into two different networks in 1984. MILNET was dedicated to unclassified
military traffic, whereas ARPANET was left for research and other nonmilitary
purposes.
ARPANET's growth and subsequent demise came with the approval for the Office of
Advanced Scientific Computing to develop wide access to supercomputers. They
created NSFNET to connect six supercomputers spread across the country through T-1
4

lines (which operated at 1.544 Mbps). The Department

of Defense finally declared

ARPANET obsolete in 1990, when it was officially dismantled.

1.4 TCP/IP Components·
The roles of the many components of the TCP/IP protocol family, it is useful to
know what can do over a TCP/JP network. Then, once the applications are understood,
the protocols that make it possible are a little easier to comprehend. The following list is
not exhaustive but mentions the primary user applications that TCP/IP provides.

1.4.1 Telnet
The Telnet program provides a remote login capability. This lets a user on one
machine log onto another machine and act as though he or she were directly in front of
the second machine. The connection can be anywhere on the local network or on
another network anywhere in the world, as long as the user has permission to log onto
the remote system.
Telnet can use when need to perform actions on a machine across the country. This
isn't often done except in a LAN or WAN context, but a few systems accessible through
the Internet allow Telnet sessions while users play around with a new application or
operating-system.

1.4.2 File Transfer Protocol '
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) enables a file on one system to be copied to another
system. The user doesn't actually log in as a full user to the machine he or she wants to
access, as with Telnet; but instead uses the FTP program to enable access. Again, the
correct permissions are necessary to provide access to the files.
Once the connection to a remote machine has been established, FTP enables you to copy
one or more files to your machine. (The term transfer implies that the file is moved from
one system to another but the original is not affected. Files are copied.) FTP is a widely
used service on the Internet, as well as on many large LANs and WANs.
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1.4.3 Sim pie Mail Transf fr Protocol
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is used for transferring electronic mail.
SMTP is completely transparent to the user. Behind the scenes, SMTP connects to
remote machines and transfers mail messages much like FTP transfers files. Users are
almost never aware of SMTP working, and few system administrators have to bother
with it. SMTP is a mostly trouble-free protocol and is in very wide use.

1.4.4 Kerberos
Kerberos is a widely supported security protocol. Kerberos uses a special application
called an authentication server to validate passwords and encryption schemes. Kerberos
is one of the more secure encryption systems used in communications and is quite
common in UNIX.

1.4.5 Domain Name System
Domain Name System (DNS) enables a computer with a common name to be
converted to a special network address. For example, a PC called Darkstar cannot be
accessed by another machine on the same network (or any other connected network)
unless some method of checking the local machine name and replacing the name with
the machine's hardware address is available. DNS provides a conversion from the
common local name to the unique physical address of the device's network connection.

1.4.6 Simple Network Management Protocol
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) provides status messages and
problem reports across a network to an administrator. SNMP uses User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) as a transport mechanism. SNMP employs slightly different terms from
TCP/IP, working with managers and agents instead of clients and servers (although they
mean essentially the same thing). An agent provides information about a device,
whereas a manager communicates across a network with agents.

6

1.4. 7 Network File System
Network File System (NFS) is a set of protocols developed by Sun Microsystems to
enable multiple machines to access each other's directories transparently. They
accomplish this by using a distributed file system scheme. NFS systems are common in
large corporate environments, especially those that use UNIX workstations.

1.4.8 Remote Procedure Call
The Remote Procedure Call (RPÇ) protocol is a set of functions that enable an
application to communicate with another machine (the server). It provides for
programming functions, return codes, and predefined variables to support distributed
computing.

1.4.9 Trivial File Transfer Protocol
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) is a very simple, unsophisticated file transfer
protocol that lacks security. It uses UDP as a transport. TFTP performs the same task as
FTP, but uses a different transport protocol.

1.4.10 Transmission Control Protocol
Transmission Control Protocol (the TCP part of TCP/IP) is a communications
protocol that provides reliable transfer of data. It is responsible for assembling data
passed from higher-layer applications into standard packets and ensuring that the data is
transferred correctly.

1.4.11 User Datagram Protocol
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a connectionless-oriented protocol, meaning that it
does not provide for the retransmission of datagrams (unlike TCP, which is connection
oriented). UDP is not very reliable, but it does have specialized purposes. If the
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applications that use UDP have reliability checking built into them, the shortcomings of
UDP are overcome.

1.4.12 Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol (IP) is responsible for moving the packets of data assembled by
either TCP or UDP across networks. It uses a set of unique addresses for every device
on the network to determine routing and destinations.

ı

1.4.13 Internet Control Message Protocol
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is responsible for checking and
generating messages on the status of devices on a network. It can be used to inform
other devices of a failure in one particular machine. ICMP and IP usually work together.

1.5 Different Environments Support by TCP/IP
The University of California at Berkeley was given a grant in the early 1980s to
modify their UNIX operating system to included support for IP. The BSD4.2 UNIX
release already offered support for TCP and IP, as well as the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), but with DARPA's funds,
BSD4.3 was developed to provide more complete support.
The BSD4.2 support for IP was quite good prior to this grant, but it was limited to
use in small local area networks only. To increase the capabilities of BSD UNIX's IP
support, BSD added retransmission capabilities, Time' to Live information,
and
.
redirection messages. Other features were added, too, enabling BSD4.3 to work with
larger networks, internetworks (connections between different networks), and wide area
networks connected by leased lines. This process brought the BSD UNIX system (and
its licensees, such as Sun's SunOS) in line with the IP standards used on AT&T UNIX
and other UNIX-based platforms.
With the strong support for IP among the UNIX community, it was inevitable that
manufacturers of other software operating systems would start to produce software that
allowed their machines to interconnect to the UNIX IP system. Most of the drive to
8

produce IP versions for non-UNIX operating systems was not because of the Internet
(which hadn't started its phenomenal growth at the time) but the desire to integrate the
other operating systems into local area networks that used UNIX servers.
This material examines several hardware and software systems, focusing on the most
widely used platforms, and shows the availability of IP (and entire TCP/IP suites) for
those machines. Much of this is of interest only if you have the particular platform
discussed (DEC VAX users tend not to care about interconnectivity

to IBM SNA

platforms, for example.

1.5.1 MS-DOS
PCs came onto the scene when TCP/IP was already in common use, so it was not
surprising to find interconnection software rapidly introduced. In many ways, the PC
was a perfect platform as a stand-alone machine with access through a communications
package to other larger systems. The PC was perfect for a client/server environment.
There are many PC-based versions of TCP/IP. The most widely used packages come
from FTP Software, The Wollongong Group, and Beame and Whiteside Software Inc.
All the packages feature interconnection capabilities to other machines using TCP/IP,
and most add other useful features such as FTP and mail routing.
FTP Software's PC/TCP is one of the most widely used. PC/TCP supports the major
network interfaces: Packet Driver, IBM's Adapter Support Interface (ASI), Novell's
Open Data Link Interface (ODI), and Microsoft/3Com's Network Driver Interface
Specification (NDIS). All four LAN interfaces are discussed in more detail in the
section titled "Local Area Networks" later today.
The design of PÇ/TCP covers all seven layers of the OSI model, developed in such a
manner that components can be configured as required to support different transport
.
'
.
mechanisms and applications. Typically, the Packet Driver, ASI, ODI, or NDIS module
has a generic PC/TCP kernel on top of it, with the PC/TCP application on top of that.
PC/TCP enables the software to run both TCP/IP and another protocol, such as
DECnet, Novell NetWare, or LAN Manager, simultaneously. This can be useful for
enabling a PC to work within a small LAN workgroup, as well as within a larger
network, without switching software.
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1.5.2 Microsoft Windows
There are several TCP/IP products appearing for Microsoft's Windows 3.x, Windows
for Workgroups, and Windows 9Ş. Most of the early packages for Windows 3 .x were
ports of DOS products. Although these tend to work well, a totally Windows-designed
product tends to have a slight edge in terms of integration with the Windows
environment. Windows for Workgroups 3.11 has no inherent TCP/IP drives, but several
products are available to add TCP/IP suites for this GUI, as well as Windows 3.1 and
Windows 3.11.
One Windows 3.x-designed product is NetManage's Chameleon TCP/IP for
Windows. Chameleon offers a complete port of TCP/IP and additional software utilities
to enable a PC running Windows 3 .x to integrate into a TCP/IP network. Chameleon
offers terminal emulation, Telnet, FTP, electronic mail, DNS directory services, and
NFS capabilities. There are several versions of Chameleon, depending on whether NFS
is required.
Windows 98 has TCP/IP drivers included with the distribution software, but they are
not loaded by default (NetWare's IPX/SPX is the default protocol for Windows 98). You
must install and configure the TCP/IP product as a separate step after installing
Windows 98 if you want to use IP on your network

1.5.3 Windows NT
Windows NT is ideally suited for TCP/IP because it is designed to act as a server and
gateway. Although Windows NT is not inherently multiuser, it does work well as a
TCP/IP access device. Windows NT includes support for the TCP/IP protocols as a
network transport, although the implementation does not include all the utilities usually
associated with TCP/IP. TCP/IP can be chosen as the default protocol on a Windows
NT machine when the operating system is installed.
Among the add-on products available for Windows NT, NetManage's Chameleon32
is a popular package. Similar to the Microsoft Windows version, Chameleon32 offers
versions for NFS.
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1.5.4 OS/2
IBM's OS/2 platform has a strong presence in corporations because of the IBM
reputation and OS/2's solid performance. Not surprisingly, TCP/IP products are popular
in these installations, as well. Although OS/2 differs from DOS in many ways, it is
possible to run DOS-based ports of TCP/IP software under OS/2. A better solution is to
run a native OS/2 application. Several TCP/IP OS/2-native implementations are
available, including a TCP/IP product from IBM itself

1.5.5 Macintosh
Except for versions of UNIX that run on the Macintosh, the Macintosh and UNIX
worlds have depended on several different versions of TCP/IP to keep them connected.
With many corporations now wanting their investment in Macintosh computers to serve
double duty as X terminals onto UNIX workstation, TCP/IP for the Mac has become
even more important.
Macintosh TCP products are available in several forms, usually as an add-on
application or device driver for the Macintosh operating system. An alternative is Tenon
Intersystems' MachTen product line, which enables a UNIX kernel and the Macintosh
operating system to coexist on the same machine, providing compatibility between
UNIX and the Macintosh file system and Apple events. TCP/IP is part of the MachTen
product.
The AppleTalk networking system enables Macs and UNIX machines to interconnect
to a limited extent, although this requires installation of AppleTalk software on the
UNIX host-something many system administrators are reluctant to do. Also, because
AppleTalk is not as fast and versatile as Ethernet and other network transports, this
solution is seldom favored.
A better solution is simply to install TCP/IP on the Macintosh using one of several
commercial packages available. Apple's own MacTCP software product can perform the
basic services but must be coupled with software from other vendors for the higher layer
applications. MacTCP also requires a Datagram Delivery Protocol to Internet Protocol
(DDP-to-IP) router to handle the sending and receiving ofDDP and IP datagrams.
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Apple's MacTCP functions by providing the physical through transport layers of the
architecture. MacTCP allows for both LocalTalk and Ethernet hardware and supports
both IP and TCP, as well as several other protocols. Running on top of Mac TCP is the
third-party

application,

which uses MacTCP's

function calls to provide the final

application for the user. Functions such as Telnet and FTP protocols are supported with
add-on software, too.

1.5.6 DEC
Digital Equipment Corporation's minicomputers were for many ye~rs a mainstay in
scientific and educational research, so an obvious development for DEC and third-party
software companies was to introduce IP software. Most DEC machines run either VMS
or Ultrix (DEC's liçensed version of UNIX). Providing IP capabilities to Ultrix was a
matter of duplicating the code developed at Berkeley, but VMS was not designed for IP
type communications, relying instead on DEC's proprietary network software.
DEC's networking software is the Digital Network Architecture (DECnet). The first
widely used version was DECnet Phase IV (introduced in 1982), which used industry
standard protocols for the lower layers but was proprietary in the upper layers. The 1987
release of DECnet Phase V provided a combined DECnet IV and OSI system that
allowed new OSI protocols to be used within the DECnet environment.
DEC announced the ADVANTAGE-NETWORKS in 1991 as an enhancement of
DECnet Phase V, adding support for the Internet Protocols. With the ADVANTAGE
NETWORKS, users could choose between the older, DEC-specific DECnet, OSI, or IP
schemes. ADVANTAGE-NETWORKS is DEC's attempt to provide interoperability,
providing the DEC-exclusive DECnet system for LAN use, and the TCP/IP and OSI
systems for WANs and system interconnection between different hardware types.
Users of VMS systems can connect to the UNIX environment in several ways. The
easiest is to use a software gateway between the VMS machine and a UNIX machine.
DEC's TCP/IP Services for VMS performs this function, as do several third-party
software solutions, such as the Kermit protocol from Columbia University, Wollongong
Group's WIN/TCP, and TGV's MultiNet. The advantage of the third-party
communications protocol products such as Kermit is that they don't have to be
connected to a UNIX machine, because any operating system that supports the
communications protocol will work.
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ADV ANT AGE-NETWORKS

users have more options available, many from DEC.

Because the protocol is already embedded in the network software, it makes the most
sense simply to use it as it comes, if it fits into the existing system architecture. Because
of internal conversion

software, ADV ANT AGE-NETWORKS

can connect from a

DECnet machine using either the pE:Cnet or the OSI protocols.

1.5.7 IBM's SNA
IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA) is in widespread use for both
'

mainframes and minicomputers. Essentially all IBM equipment provides full support for
IP and TCP, as well as many other popular protocols. Native IBM software is available
for each machine, and several third-party products have appeared (usually at a lower
cost than those offered by IBM).
The IBM UNIX version, AIX (which few people know stands for Advanced
Interactive Executive), has the TCP/IP software built in, enabling any machine that can
run AIX (from workstations to large minicomputers) to interconnect through IP with no
additional software. The different versions of AIX have slightly different support, so
users should check before blindly trying to connect AIX machines.
For large systems such as mainframes, IBM has the 3172 Interconnect Controller,
which sits between the mainframe and a network. The 3172 is a hefty box that handles
high-speed traffic between a mainframe channel and the network, off-loading the
processing for the communications aspect from the mainframe processor. It can connect
to Ethernet or token ring networks and through additional software to DEC's DECnet.
IBM mainframes running either MVS or VM can run software appropriately called
TCP/IP for MVS and TCP/IP for VM. These products provide access from other
machines running TCP/IP to access the mainframe operating system remotely, usually
over a LAN. The software enables the calling machine (the client in a client/server
scheme) to act as a 3270-series terminal to MVS or VM. FTP is provided for file
transfers with automatic conversion from EBCDIC to ASCII. An interface to PROFS is
available. Both TCP/IP software products support SMTP for electronic mail.
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1.5.8 Local Area Networks
LANs are an obvious tar~et for TCP/IP, because TCP/IP helps solve many
interconnection problems between different hardware and software platforms. To run
TCP/IP over a network, the existing network and transport layer software must be
replaced with TCP/IP, or the two must be merged together in some manner so that the
LAN protocol can carry TCP/IP information within its existing protocol (encapsulation).
Whichever solution is taken for the lower layer, a higher layer interface also must be
developed, which resides in the equivalent of the data link layer, communicating
between the higher layer applications and the hardware. This interface enables the
higher layers to be independent of the hardware when using TCP/IP, which many
popular LAN operating systems are not currently able to claim.
Three interfaces (which have been mentioned.earlier today) are currently in common
use. The Packet Driver interface was the first interface developed to meet these needs.
3Com Corporation and Microsoft developed the Network Driver Interface Specification
(NDIS) for OS/2 and 3Com's networking software. NDIS provides a driver to
communicate with the networking hardware and a protocol driver that acts as the
interface to the higher layers. Novell's Open Data Link Interface (ODI) is similar to
NDIS.
For single-vendor, PC-based networks, several dedicated TCP/IP packages are
available, such as Novell's LAN WorkPlace, designed to enable any NetWare system to
connect to a LAN using an interface hardware card and a software driver.

1.6 OSI and TCP/IP
The adoption of TCP/IP didn't conflict with the OSI standards because the two
developed concurrently. In some ways, TCP/IP contributed to OSI, and vice-versa.
Several important differences do exist, though, which arise from the basic requirements
of TCP/IP which are:
•

A common set of applications

•

Dynamic routing

•

Connectionless protocols at the networking level

•

Universal connectivity
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•

Packet-switching

The differences between the OSI architecture and that of TCP/IP relate to the layers
above the transport level and those at the network level. OSI has both the session layer
and the presentation layer, whereas TCP/IP combines both into an application layer. The
requirement

for a connectionless

protocol also required TCP/IP to combine OSI's

physical layer and data link layer into a network level. TCP/IP also includes the session
and presentation layers of the QSI model into TCP /IP' s application layer. A schematic
view of TCP/IP's layered structure compared with OSI's seven-layer model is shown in
Figure 1. 2. TCP /IP calls the different network level elements subnetwork

TCP/IP (Internet)

OSI Mod.el

Applic atio rı
Pre se ntatio n

Application

Session
Transport

Transport

Network

Internet

Data Link

Network Inte ı:fac e

Physical

Physical

Figure 1.2 OSI's seven-layer

Some fuss was made about the network level combination, although it soon became
obvious that the argument was academic, as most implementations of the OSI model
combined the physical and link levels on an intelligent controller (such as a network
card). The combination of the two layers into a single layer had one major benefit: it
enabled a subnetwork to be designed that was independent of any network protocols,
because TCP/IP was oblivious to the details. This enabled proprietary, self-contained
networks to implement the TCP/IP protocols for connectivity outside their closed
systems.
The layered approach gave rise to the name TCP/IP. The transport layer uses the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or one of several variants, such as the User
Datagram Protocol (UDP). (There are other protocols in use, but TCP and UDP are the
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most common.) There is, however, only one protocol for the network level-the Internet
Protocol (IP). This is what assures the system of universal connectivity,

one of the

primary design goals.
There is a considerable amount of pressure from the user community to abandon the
OSI model (and any future communications protocols developed that conform to it) in
favor of TCP/IP. The argument hinges on some obvious reasons:
•

TCP/IP is up and running and has a proven record.

•

TCP/IP has an established, functioning management body.

•

Thousands

of applications

currently use TCP/IP

and its well-documented

application programming interfaces.
•

TCP/IP is the basis for most UNIX systems, which are gaining the largest share
of the operating system market (other than desktop single-user machines such as
the PC and Macintosh).

•

TCP/IP is vendor-independent.

Arguing

rather

government-the

strenuously

against

TCP/IP,

surprisingly

enough,

is the US

very body that sponsored it in the first place. Their primary argument

is that TCP/IP is not an internationally

adopted standard, whereas OSI has that

recognition. The Department of Defense has even begun to move its systems away from
the TCP/IP protocol şet. A compromise will probably result, with some aspects of OSI
adopted into the still-evolving TCP/IP protocol suite

1.7 TCP/IP and Ethernet
For many people the terms TCP/IP and Ethernet go together almost automatically,
primarily for historical reasons, as well as the simple fact that there are more Ethernet
based TCP/IP networks than any other type. Ethernet was originally developed at
Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center as a step toward an electronic office communications
system, and it has since grown in capability and popularity.
Ethernet is a hardware system providing for the data link and physical layers of the
OSI model. As part of the Ethernet standards, issues such as cable type and broadcast
speeds are established. There are several different versions of Ethernet, each with a
different data transfer rate. The most common is Ethernet version 2, also called
10Base5, Thick Ethernet, and IEEE 802.3 (after the number of the standard that defines
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the system adopted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers). This system
has a 1 O Mbps rate.
There are several commonly used variants of Ethernet, such as Thin Ethernet ( called
10Base2), which can; operate over thinner cable (such as the coaxial cable used in cable
television systems), and Twisted-Pair Ethernet (lOBaseT), which uses simple twisted
pair wires similar to telephone cable. The latter variant is popular for small companies
because it is inexpensive, easy to wire, and has no strict requirements

for distance

between machines.
Ethernet

and TCP/IP work well together, with Ethernet providing the physical

cabling (layers one and two) and TCP/IP the communications protocol (layers three and
four) that is broadcast over the cable. The two have their own processes for packaging
information: TCP/IP uses 32-bit addresses, whereas Ethernet uses a 48-bit scheme. The
two work together, however, because of one component of TCP/IP called the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP), which converts between the two schemes. (I discuss ARP in
more detail later, in the section titled "Address Resolution Protocol.")
Ethernet relies on a protocol called Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Detect (CSMA/CD) .. To simplify the process, a device checks the network cable to see if
anything is currently being sent. If it is clear, the device sends its data. If the cable is
busy (carrier detect), the device waits for it to clear. If two devices transmit at the same
time (a collision), the devices know because of their constant comparison of the cable
traffic to the data in the sending buffer. If a collision occurs, the devices wait a random
amount of time before trying again.

1.8 The Internet
As ARPANET grew out of a military-only network to add subnetworks in
universities, corporations, and user communities, it became known as the Internet. There
is no single network called the Internet, however. The term refers to the collective
network of subnetworks. The one thing they all have in common is TCP/IP as a
communications protocol.
The organization of the Internet and adoption of new standards is controlled by the
Internet Advisory Board (IAB). Among other things, the IAB coordinates several task
forces, including the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Internet Research
Task Force (IRTF). In a nutshell, the IRTF is concerned with ongoing research, whereas
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the IETF handles the implementation

and engineering

aspects associated

with the

Internet.
A body that has some bearing on the IAB is the Federal Networking Council (FNC),
which serves as an intermediary between the I,AB and the government. The FNC has an
advisory capacity to. the IAB and its task forces, as well as the responsibility
managing

the government's

use of the Internet

and other networks.

for

Because the

government was responsible for funding the development of the Internet, it retains a
considerable amount of control, as well as sponsoring some research and expansion of
the Internet.

1.8.3 The Structure of the Internet
As mentioned earlier, the Internet is not a single network but a collection of networks
that communicate with each other through gateways. A gateway (sometimes called a
router) is defined aş a system that performs relay functions between networks, as shown
in Figure 1.3. The different networks connected to each other through gateways are often
called subnetworks, because they are a smaller part of the larger overall network. This
does not imply that a subnetwork is small or dependent on the larger network.
Subnetworks are complete networks, but they are connected through a gateway as a part
of a larger internetwork, or in this case the Internet.

Subne twork A

Subnetwork

Subnetwork

1

Gate way'

2

Subnetwork

Al

Subnetwork

Bl

Gateway

Figure L3 Gateway (sometimes called a router)
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With TCP/IP, al] interconnections between physical networks are through gateways.
;

An important point ~o remember for use later is that gateways route information packets
based on their destination network name, not the destination machine. Gateways are
I .
supposed to be completely transparent to the user, which alleviates the gateway from
!

handling user applications
!

(unless the machine that is acting as a gateway is also

someone's work machine or a local network server, as is often the case with small
l

networks). Put simply, the gateway's sole task is to receive a Protocol Data Unit (PDU)
'
from either the internetwork or the local network and either route it on to the next
gateway or pass· it i*tp the local network for routing to the proper user.
Gateways work with any kind of hardware and operating system, as long as they are
I

designed to communicate with the other gateways they are attached to (which in this
I

case means that iti uses TCP/IP). Whether the gateway is leading to a Macintosh
{

\

network, a set of IBM PCs, or mainframes from a dozen different companies doesn't
{

matter to the gateway or the PDUs it handles.

1.8.4 The Internet Layers
'

Most

'i

interrıetworks,

including

the Internet,

can be thought

of as a layered

architecture (yes, even more layers!) to simplify understanding, The layer concept helps
in the task of developing applications for internetworks. The layering also shows how
the different parts

ı

of TCP/IP

work together. The more logical ştructure brought about by

using a layering pro)cyss has already been seen in the first chapter for the OSI model, so
applying it to the Internet makes sense. Be careful to think of these layers as conceptual
;

only; they are not really physical or software layers as such (unlike the OSI or TCP/IP
layers).
It is convenient to think of the Internet as having four layers. This layered Internet
architecture

is shown in Figurel.4. These layers should not be confused with the

architecture of each] machine, as described in the OSI seven-layer model. Instead, they
;

are a method of seeing how the internetwork, network, TCP/IP, and the individual
ı
'
'
machines work togyther. Independent machines reside in the subnetwork layer at the
bottom of the architecture,

connected together in a local area network (LAN) and

'

referred to as the subnetwork.
;
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Application Services

Service Provider Protocol

Internetworking

TCP

IP

Subnetworks

Figure 1.4 Layered Internet Architecture

On top of the subnetwork layer is the internetwork layer, which provides the
functionality for communications between networks through gateways. Each
subnetwork uses gateways to connect to the other subnetworks in the internetwork The
internetwork layer is where data gets transferred from gateway to gateway until it
reaches its destination and then passes into the subnetwork layer. The internetwork layer
runs the Internet Protocol (IP).
The service proyider protocol layer is responsible for the overall end-to-end
communications of the network. This is the layer that runs the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and other protocols. It handles the data traffic flow itself and ensures
reliability for the message transfer.
The top layer is the application services layer, which supports the interfaces to the
user applications. This layer interfaces to electronic mail, remote file transfers, and
remote access: Several protocols are used in this layer, many of which you will read
about later.
Assume that an application on one machine wants to transfer a datagram to an
application on another machine in a different subnetwork. Without all the signals
between layers, and simplifying the architecture a little, the process is shown in Figure.
The layers in the sending and receiving machines are the OSI layers, with the equivalent
Internet architecture layers indicated.
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Figure 115 Internet Working Architecture
The data is sent down the layers of the sending machine, assembling the datagram
with the Protocol Control Information (PCI) as it goes. From the physical layer, the
datagram (which is sometimes called a frame after the data link layer has added its
header and trailing information) is sent out to the local area network. The LAN routes
the information to the gateway out to the internetwork. During this process, the LAN
has no concern about the message contained in the datagram. Some networks, however,
alter the header information to show, among other things, the machines it has passed
through.
From the gateway, the frame passes from gateway to gateway along the internetwork
until it arrives at the, destination subnetwork. At each step, the gateway analyzes the
datagram's header to determine if it is for the subnetwork the gateway leads to. If not, it
routes the datagram back out over the internetwork. This analysis is performed in the
physical layer, eliminating the need to pass the frame up and down through different
layers on each gateway. The header can be altered at each gateway to reflect its routing
path.
When the datagram is finally received at the destination subnetwork's gateway, the
gateway recognizes that the datagram is at its correct subnetwork and routes it into the
LAN and eventually to the target machine. The routing is accomplished by reading the
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header information. When the datagram reaches the destination machine, it passes up
through the layers, with each layer stripping off its PCI header and then passing the
result on up. At long last, the application layer on the destination machine processes the
final header and passes the message to the correct application.
If the datagram was not data to be processed but a request for a service, such as a
remote file transfer, the correct layer on the destination machine would decode the
request and route the file back over the internetwork to the original machine. Quite a
process!

1.9 Internet Addresses
Network addresses are analogous to mailing addresses in that they tell a system
where to deliver a datagram. Three terms commonly used in the Internet relate to
addressing: name, address, and route.
A name is a specific identification of a machine, a user, or an application. It is
usually unique and provides an absolute target for the datagram. An address typically
identifies where the target is located, usually its physical or logical location in a
network. A route tells: the system how to get a datagram to the address.
You use the recipient's name often, either specifying a user name or a machine name,
and an application does the same thing transparently to you. From the name, a network
software package called the name server tries to resolve the address and the route,
making that aspect unimportant to you. When you send electronic mail, you simply
indicate the recipient's name, relying on the name server to figure out how to get the
mail message to them.
Using a name server has one other primary advantage besides making the addressing
and routing unimportant to the end user: It gives the system or network administrator a
lot of freedom to change the network as required, without having to tell each user's
machine about any changes.,As long as an application can access the name server, any
routing changes can be ignored by the application and users.
Naming conventions differ depending on the platform, the network, and the software
release, but following is a typical Ethernet-based Internet subnetwork as an example.
. There are several types of addressing you need to look at, including the LAN system, as
well as the wider internetwork addressing conventions.
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1.9.3 Subnetwork Addressing
On a single network, several pieces of information are necessary to ensure the correct
delivery of data. The primary components are the physical address and the data link
address.

1.9.3.1

The Physical Address

Each device on a network that communicates with others has a unique physical
address, sometimes called the hardware address. On any given network, there is only
one occurrence of each address; otherwise, the name server has no way of identifying
the target device unambiguously. For hardware, the addresses are usually encoded into a
network interface card, set either by switches or by software. With respect to the OSI
model, the address iş located in the physical layer.
In the physical layer, the analysis of each incoming datagram (or protocol data unit)
is performed. If the recipient's address matches the physical address of the device, the
datagram can be passed up the layers. If the addresses don't match, the datagram is
ignored. Keeping this analysis in the bottom layer of the OSI model prevents
unnecessary delays, because otherwise the datagram would have to be passed up to
other layers for analysis.
The length of the physical address varies depending on the networking system, but
Ethernet and several others use 48 bits in each address. For communication to occur,
two addresses are required: one each for the sending and receiving devices.
The IEEE is now handling the task of assigning universal physical addresses for
subnetworks (a task previously performed by Xerox, as they developed Ethernet). For
each subnetwork, the IEEE assigns an organization unique identifier (OUI) that is 24
bits long, enabling the organization to assign the other 24 bits however it wants.
(Actually, two of the ~4 bits assigned as an OUI are control bits, so only 22 bits identify
the subnetwork. Because this provides 222 combinations, it is possible to run out of
OUis in the future if the current rate of growth 'is sustained.)
The format of the OUI is shown in Figurel.6. The least significant bit of the address
(the lowest bit number) is the individual or group address bit. If the bit is set to O, the
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address refers to an individual address; a setting of 1 means that the rest of the address
field identifies a group address that needs further resolution. If the entire

ouı is set to

1 s, the address has. a special meaning which is that all stations on the network are

assumed to be the destination

24 bits

22 bits

UIL

I IEEE Assigned Subnetwork Address

~

O = Individual
1 = Group

Loe ally Assigned Physical Addre ss

O = U niversal
1 = Local

Figure 1.6 Format of ouı

The second bit is the local or universal bit. If set to zero, it has been set by the
universal administration body. This is the setting for IEEE-assigned OUis. If it has a
value of 1, the

ouı has been locally assigned and would cause addressing problems if

decoded as an IEEE-assigned address.
The remaining 22 bits make up the physical address of the subnetwork, as assigned
by the IEEE. The second set of 24 bits identifies local network addresses and is
administered locally. If an organization runs out of physical addresses (there are about
16 million addresses possible from 24 bits), the IEEE has the capacity to assign a second
subnetwork address.
The combination of 24 bits from the

ouı and 24

locally assigned bits is called a

media access control (MAC) address. When a packet of data is assembled for transfer
across an internetwork, there are two sets of MACs: one from the sending machine and
one for the receiving machine

1.9.3.2

The Data Link Address

The IEEE Ethernet standards (and several other allied standards) use another address
called the link layer address (abbreviated as LSAP for link service access point). The
LSAP identifies the type of link protocol used in the data link layer. As with the
physical address, a datagram carries both sending and receiving LSAPs. The IEEE also
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enables a code that identifies the EtherType assignment, which identifies the upper layer
protocol (ULP) running on the network (almost always a LAN).

1.9.3.3 Ethernet Frames
The layout of information in each transmitted packet of data differs depending on the
protocol, but it is helpful to examine one to see how the addresses and related
information are prepended to the data. We use the Ethernet system as an example
because of its wide use with TCP/IP. It is quite similar to other systems as well.
A typical Ethernet frame (remember that a frame is the term for a network-ready
datagram) is shown iri Figurel.7. The preamble is a set of bits that are used primarily to
synchronize the communication process and account for any random noise in the first
few bits that are sent. At the end of the preamble is a sequence of bits that are the start
frame delimiter (SFD), which indicates that the frame follows immediately.

Preamble

Recipient
Address

64 Bits

48 Bits

Sender
Address

48Bits

Type
16 Bits

Data

CRC

Variable Le ııg_th

32 Bits

Figure 1. 7 A typical Ethernet frame

Class A addresses;are for large networks that have many machines. The 24 bits for
the local address (also frequently called the host address) are needed in these cases. The
network address is kept to 7 bits, which limits the number of networks that can be
identified. Class B addresses are for intermediate networks, with 16-bit local or host
addresses and 14-bit Networkaddresses. Class C networks have only 8 bits for the local
or host address, limiting the number of devices to 256. There are 21 bits for the network
address. Finally, Class D networks are used for multicasting purposes, when a general
broadcast to more than one device is required. The lengths of each section of the IP
address have been carefully chosen to provide maximum flexibility in assigning both
network and local addresses.
IP addresses are four sets of 8 bits, for a total 32 bits. You often represent these bits
as separated by a period for convenience, so the IP address format can be thought of as
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network.local.Iocal.Ioqal

for Class A or network.network.network.local

for Class C. The

IP addresses are usually written out in their decimal equivalents, instead of the long
binary strings. This is the familiar host address number that network users are used to
seeing, such as 147.10. 13.28, which would indicate that the network address is 147. 10
and the local or host address is 13 .28. Of course, the actual address is a set of 1 s and Os.
The decimal notation used for IP addresses is properly called dotted quad notation-a
bit of trivia for your next dinner party.
The IP addresses can be translated to common names and letters. This can pose a
problem, though, because there must be some method of unambiguously

relating the

physical address, the network address, and a language-based name (such a tpci _ws_4 or
bobs_machine).

The section later in this chapter titled "The Domain Name System"

looks at this aspect of address naı;ning.
From the IP address, a network can determine if the data is to be sent out through a
gateway. If the network address is the same as the current address (routing to a local
network device, called a direct host), the gateway is avoided;. but all other network
addresses are routed to a gateway to leave the local network (indirect host). The gateway
receiving data to be transmitted to another network must then determine the routing
from the data's IP address and an internal table that provides routing information.
The address applies to all addresses on the network. The same rule applies to IP
addresses, so that an. IP address of 32 ls is considered a broadcast message to all
networks and all devices. It is possible to broadcast to all machines in a network by
altering the local or host address to all ls, so that the address 147. 10.255.255 for a Class
B network (identified, as network 147.10) would be received by all devices on that
network (255.255 being the local addresses composed of all ls), but the data would not
leave the network.
There are two contradictory

ways to indicate broadcasts.

The later versions of

TCP/IP use ls, but earlier BSD systems use Os. This causes a lot of confusion. All the
devices on a network must know which broadcast convention

is used; otherwise,

datagrams can be stuck on the network forever!
A slight twist is coding the network address as all Os, which means the originating
network or the local address being set to Os, which refers to the originating device only
(usually used only when a device is trying to determine its IP address). The all-zero
network address format is used when the network IP address is not known but other
devices on the network can still interpret the local address. If this were transmitted to
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another network, it could cause confusion! By convention,

110

local device is given a

physical address of O.
It is possible for a 'device to have more than one IP address if it is connected to more
than one network, as is the case with gateways. These devices are called multihomed,
because they have a unique address for each network they are connected to. In practice,
it is best to have a dedicate . machine for a multihomed

gateway; otherwise,

the

applications on that machine can get confused as to which address they should use when
building datagrams.
Two networks can have the same network address if they are connected by a
gateway. This can cause problems for addressing, because the gateway must be able to
differentiate which network the physical address is on. This problem is looked at again
in the next section, showing how it can be solved

1.1 O IP Add resses
TCP/IP uses a 32-bit address to identify a machine
which it is attached ..
machine itself-an

IP addresses

011

a network and the network to

identify a machine's connection to the network, not the

important distinction. Whenever a machine's location on the network

changes, the IP address must be changed, too. The IP address is the set of numbers many
people see on their workstations

or terminals, such as 127.40.8.72, which uniquely

identifies the device.
IP (or Internet) addresses are assigned only by the Network Information

Center

(NIC), although if a network is not connected to the Internet, that network can determine
its own numbering. For all Internet accesses, the:IP address must be registered with the
NIC.
There are four formats for the IP address, with each used depending on the size of the
network. The four formats, called Class A through Class D, are shown in Figurel.8. The
class is identified by the first few bit sequences, shown in the figure as one bit for Class
A and up to four bits for Class D. The class can be determined from the first three (high
order) bits. In fact, in most cases, the first two bits are enough, because there are few
Class D networks
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ClassA

IO j

Class B

I

ıo I

Class C

ı

ııO

Local Address (24bits)

Network(7bits)

Local Address (16 bits)

Network (14 bits)

I

Class D j · 1110

Network (21 bits)

Local Address (8 bits)

Multicast Address (28 bits)

j

I

Figure 1.8 Four Formats

Class A addresses are for large networks that have many machines. The 24 bits for
the local address (also frequently called the host address) are needed in these cases. The
network address is. kept to 7 bits, which limits the number of networks that can be
identified. Class B addresses are for intermediate networks, with 16-bit local or host
addresses and 14-bit network addresses. Class C networks have only 8 bits for the local
or host address, limiting the number of devices to 256. There are 21 bits for the network
address. Finally, Class D networks are used for multicasting purposes, when a general
broadcast to more than one device is required. The lengths of each section of the IP
address have been carefully chosen to provide maximum flexibility in assigning both
network and local addresses.

IP addresses are four sets of 8 bits, for a total 32 bits. You often represent these bits
as separated by a period for convenience, so the IP address format can be thought of as
network.local.local.local

for Class A or network.network.network.local

for Class C. The

IP addresses are usually written out in their decimal equivalents, instead of the long
binary strings. This is the familiar host address number that network users are used to
seeing, such as 147.10.13.28; which would indicate that the network address is 147.10
and the local or host address is 13.28. Of course, the actual address is a set of ls and Os.
The decimal notation used for IP addresses is properly called dotted quad notation-a
bit of trivia for your next dinner party.
The IP addresses can be translated to common names and letters. This can pose a
problem, though, because there must be some method of unambiguously
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relating the

physical address, the network address, and a language-based name (such a tpci_ws_4 or
bobs_machine). The section later in this chapter titled "The Domain Name System"
looks at this aspect of address naming.
From the IP address, a network can determine if the data is to be sent out through a
gateway. If the network address is the same as the current address (routing to a local
network device, called a direct host), the gateway is avoided, but all other network
addresses are routed to a gateway to leave the local network (indirect host). The gateway
receiving data to be transmitted to another network must then determine the routing
from the data's IP address and an internal table that provides routing information.
As mentioned, if an address is set to all 1 s, the address applies to all addresses on the
network. (See the previous section titled "Physical Addresses.") The same rule applies
to IP addresses, so that an IP address of 32 ls is considered

a broadcast message to all

networks and all devices. It is possible to broadcast to all machines in a network by
altering the local or host address to all ls, so that the address 147.10.255.255 for a Class
B network (identified as network· 147. 10) would be received by all devices on that
network (255.255 being the local addresses composed of all ls), but the data would not
leave the network.
There are two contradictory ways to indicate broadcasts. The later versions of
TCP/IP use ls, but earlier BSD systems use Os. This causes a lot of confusion. All the
devices on a network must know which broadcast convention is used; otherwise,
datagrams can be stuck on the network forever!
A slight twist is coding the network address as all Os, which means the originating
network or the local address being set to Os, which refers to the originating device only
(usually used only when a device is trying to determine its IP address). The all-zero
network address format is used when the network IP address is not known but other
devices on the network can still interpret the local address. If this were transmitted to
another network, it could cause confusion! By convention, no local device is given a
physical address of

o:

It is possible for a; device to have more than one IP address if it is connected to more
than one network, as is the case with gateways. These devices are called multihomed,
because they have a unique address for each network they are connected to. In practice,
it is best to have a dedicate machine for a multihomed gateway; otherwise, the
applications on that machine can get confused as to which address they should use when
building datagrams.
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Two networks can have the same network address if they are connected by a gateway.
This can cause problems

for addressing,

because the gateway

must be able to

differentiate which network the physical address is on. This problem is looked at again
in the next section, showing how it can be solved.

1.11 Address Resolution Protocol
Determining addresses can be difficult because every machine on the network might
not have a list of all the addresses of the other machines or devices. Sending data from
one machine to another if the recipient machine's physical address is not known can
cause a problem if there is no resolution system for determining the addresses. Having
to constantly update a table of addresses on each machine would be a network
administration nightmare. The problem is not restricted to machine addresses within a
small network, because if the remote destination network addresses are unknown,
routing and delivery problems will also occur.
The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) helps solve these problems. ARP's job is to
convert IP addresses to physical addresses (network and local) and in doing so,
eliminate the need for applications to know about the physical addresses. Essentially,
ARP is a table with a list of the IP addresses and their corresponding physical addresses.
The table is called an' ARP cache. The layout of an ARP cache is shown in Figurel.9.
Each row corresponds to one device, with four pieces of information for each device:

IF INDEX

PHYSICAL

IP ADDRESS

TYPE

ADDRESS

'
Entry l

Entı:y2

Entı:y3

Entry n

Figure 1.9 Layout of an ARP cache
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•

IF Index: The physical port (interface)

•

Physical Address: The physical address of the device

•

IP Address: The IP address corresponding to the physical address

•

Type: The type of entry in the ARP cache

1.11.3 Mapping Types
The mapping type is one of four possible values indicating the status of the entry in
the ARP cache. A value of 2 means the entry is invalid; a value of 3 means the mapping
is dynamic (the entry can change); a value of 4 means static (the entry doesn't change);
and a value of 1 means none of the above.
When the ARP receives a recipient device's IP address, it searches the ARP cache for
a match. If it finds OJJe, it returns the physical address. If the ARP cache doesn't find a
match for an IP address, it sends a message out on the network. The message, called an
ARP request, is a broadcast that is received by all devices on the local network. (You
might remember that a broadcast has all 1 s in the address.) The ARP request contains
the IP address of the intended recipient device. If a device recognizes the IP address as
belonging to it, the device sends a reply message containing its physical address back to
the machine that generated the ARP request, which places the information into its ARP
cache for future use. In this manner, the ARP cache can determine the physical address
for any machine based on its IP address.
Whenever an ARPı request is received by an ARP cache, it uses the information in
the request to upd';1-te its ,pwn table. Thus, the system can accommodate changing
physical addresses and new additions to the network dynamically without having to
generate an ARP request of its own. Without the use of an ARP cache, all the ARP
requests and replies would generate a lot of network traffic, which can have a serious
impact on network performance. Some simpler network schemes abandon the cache and
simply use broadcast messages each time. This is feasible only when the number of
devices is low enough to avoid network traffic problems.
The layout of the ARP request is shown in Figurel.10. When an ARP request is sent,
all fields in the layout are used except the Recipient Hardware Address (which the
request is trying to identify). In an ARP reply, all the fields are used.
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Hardware Type (16 bits)
Protocol Type (16 bits)
Hardware Address
Lenzth

Protocol Address
Length

I

Operation Code (16 bits)
Sender Hardware Address
Sender IP Address
Recipient Hardware Address
Recipient IP Address

Figure 1.10 layout of the ARP request

This layout, which is combined with the network system's protocols into a protocol
data unit (PDU), has several fields. The fields and their purposes are as follows:
•

Hardware Type: The type of hardware interface

•

Protocol Type: The type of protocol the sending device is using

•

Hardware Address Length: The length of each hardware address in the datagram,
given in bytes

•

Protocol Address Length: The length of the protocol address in the datagram,
given in bytes.

•

Operation Code (Opcode): The Opcode indicates whether the datagram is an
ARP request or an ARP reply. If the datagram is a request, the value is set to 1.
If it is a reply, the value is set to 2.

•

Sender Hardware Address: The hardware address of the sending device

•

Sender IP Address: The IP address of the sending device

•

Recipient IP Address: The IP Address of the recipient

•

Recipient Hardware Address: The hardware address of the recipient device

Some of these fields need a little more explanation to show their legal values and
field usage. The following sections describe these fields in more detail.

1.11.4 The Hardware Type Field
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The hardware type identifies the type of hardware interface. Legal values are as
follows:

I Type II Description

I
I

Dl
Dl

Ethernet
Experimental Ethernet

l
I

DIX.25

D\
Dl

Protean ProNET (Token Ring)

l

Chaos

DIIEEE

802.X
..

DIARCnet

I
I

1.ll.5The Protocol Type Field
The protocol type identifies the type of protocol the sending device is using. With
TCP/IP, these protocols are usually an EtherType, for which the legal values are. as
follows:

I I)ecimal II Description
~!XEROX
~!PUP

~I
~I

I

PUP
Address Translation

XEROX NS IDP
Internet Protocol (IP)

~IX.75

I

~!NBS

l
I

EJIECMA
~\chaosnet

I
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~IX.25
12054

Level 3

il Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

I
I

ı

EJIXNS
~!Berkeley

Trailer

121000

llBBN Siİnnet

124577

II DEC MOP Dump/Load

\24578

IIDEC MOP Remote Console

124579

IIDEC DECnet Pha~e IV

\24580

IIDEC LAT.

124582

llDEC

124583

llDEC

\32773

\\HP Probe

132784

ııExcelan

\32821

\\Reverse ARP

132824

IIDEC LANBridge

132823

ııAppleTalk

I
l
I

I
I
I
l
I

ı
I
I
l

I

If the protocol is not EtherType, other values are allowed.

1.12 ARP and IP Addresses
Two (or more) networks connected by a gateway can have the same network address.
The gateway has to determine which network the physical address or IP address
corresponds with. The gateway can do this with a modified ARP, called the Proxy ARP
(sometimes called Promiscuous ARP). A proxy ARP creates an ARP cache consisting
of entries from both networks, with the gateway able to transfer datagrams from one
network to the other. The gateway has to manage the ARP requests and replies that
cross the two networks.
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An obvious flaw with the ARP system is that if a device doesn't know its own IP
address, there is no way to generate requests and replies. This can happen when a new
device (typically a diskless workstation) is added to the network. The only address the
device is aware of is the physical address set either by switches on the network interface
or by software. A simple solution is the Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP),
which works the reverse of ARP, sending out the physical address and expecting back
an IP address. The reply containing the IP address is sent by an RA.RP server, a machine
that can supply the information. Although the originating device sends the message as a
broadcast, RA.RP rules stipulate that only the RARP server can generate a reply. (Many
networks assign more than one RA.RP server, both to spread the processing load and to
act as a backup in case of problems.)

1.13 The Domain Name System
Instead of using the full 32-bit IP address, many systems adopt more meaningful
names for their devices and networks. Network names usually reflect the organization's
name (such as tpci.com and bobs_cement). Individual device names within a network
can range from descriptive names on small networks (such as tims rnachine and
laser_l) to more complex naming conventions on larger networks (such as hpws_23 and
tpci704). Translating between these names and the IP addresses would be practically

.,

impossible on an Internet-wide scale.

'

I

To solve the problem of network names, the Network Information Center (NIC)
maintains a list of network names and the corresponding network gateway addresses.
This system grew from a simple flat-file list (which was searched for matches) to a more
complicated system called the Domain Name System (DNS) when the networks became
too numerous for the flat-file system to function efficiently.
DNS uses a hierarchical architecture, much like the UNIX fılesystem. The first level
of naming divides networks into the category of subnetworks, such as com for
commercial, mil for military, edu for education, and so on. Below each of these is
another division that identifies the individual subnetwork, usually one for each
organization. This is called the domain name and is unique. The organization's system
manager can further divide the company's subnetworks as desired, with each network
called a subdomain. For example, the system merlin.abc_corp.com has the domain name
abc_corp.com,

whereas

the

network

merlin.abc_corp
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is

a

subdomain

of

merlin.abc_corp.com.

,A network can be identified with an absolute name (such as

merlin.abc_corp.com)

or a relative name (such as merlin) that uses part of the complete

domain name.
Seven first-level domain names have been established by the N1C so far. These are as
follows:

I ·

arpa 11 An ARPANET-Internet identification
I

I ·

com 11 Commercial company
I

, .edu i!Ed~cational institution
I

, .gov ııAny governmental body

I

, .mil JIMilitary

I

, .net

I Networks used by Internet Service Providers

, .org !!Anythingthat doesn't fall into one of the other categories

The N1C also allows for a country designator to be appended. There are designators
for all countries in the. world, such as .ca for Canada and .uk for the United Kingdom.
DNS uses two systems to establish and track domain names. A name resolver on each
network examines information in a domain name. If it can't find the full IP address, it
queries a name server, which has the full N1C information available. The name resolver
tries to complete the addressing information using its own database, which it updates in
much the same manner as the ARP system (discussed earlier) when it must query a
name server. If a queried name server cannot resolve the address, it can query another
name server, and so on, across the entire internetwork.
There is a considerable amount of information stored in the name resolver and name
server, as well as a whole set of protocols for querying between the two. The details,
luckily, are not important to an understanding of TCP/IP, although the overall concept
of the address resolution is important when understanding how the Internet translates
between domain names and IP addresses
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2. TCP/IP CON]:IGURATION AND ADMINISTRATION

BASICS

2.1 Configuration Files
Several files are involved in the complete specification of network addresses and
configuration for TCP/IP. I use a UNIX system standard here in this chapter, although a
few other operating systems are mentioned as appropriate. Other operating systems use
different filenames, but the purpose of the files is usually the same.
UNIX allows comments on every line of these configuration files, as long as they are
prefaced by a pound sign(#). If we see this character in our own system's configuration
files, we should note that it is not part of an entry. With many operating systems, the
default configuration files have many entries, most of which are commented out until
the system administrator removes the comments.
We might not be able to examine the files or run the utilities mentioned in this
chapter because of security restrictions. If we edit the configuration files, make sure you
do not make any unintentional changes! Make backups of all the files before you make
any changes to your systems.

2.1.1 Symbolic Machine Names: /etc/hosts
Whenever a symbolic name is used as a target address by an application, there must
be some method to resolve that name into a network address. An ASCII file is
commonly used with the symbolic names matched to network addresses. This does not
apply when the Yellow Pages (YP), Network Information Services (NIS), or the
Domain Name Server (DNS) is used; they use their own configuration files.
On UNIX systems, the file /etc/hosts is used to hold the network addresses, as well as
one special connection called the loopback (which is examined later in this chapter in
the section titled "The Loopback Driver"). The loopback connection address is usually
listed as the machine name loopback or localhost.
The file /etc/hosts consists of the network address in one column separated from the
symbolic name in another. The network 'addresses can be specified in decimal, octal, or
hexadecimal format (although decimal is the most common). More than one symbolic
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name can be specified on a line by separating the names with either space characters or
tabs. The /etc/hosts file can be as long as necessarv to contain all the symbolic names
used on the local machine; they do not need to be presented in any order. A sample
UNIX /etc/hosts file is as follows:
· # network host addresses
127.0.0.1

localhost local tpçi jserver

157.40.40.1

tpci_scol

157.40.40.2

tpci_sco2

157.40.40.3

tpci_hpwsl

157.40.40.0

tpci _server tpci _main tpci

47.80.157.36

bnr.ca BNR bnr

191.13. 123.4

kitty_cat

205.150.89. 1

roy_maclean big_roy

bobs_ machine
210.24.47. 128
The file is made up of two columns. The first column gives the IP address of a
machine, and the second (separated by one or more whitespace characters) gives the
machine's narrie. If several names can be used to identify the remote machine, they are
listed on the same line, separated by whitespace. For example, the remote machine with
IP address 205.150.89.1 can be addressed as either roy_maclean or big_roy. Whenever
either of those names is used in a command (such as an FTP or Telnet application), this
file is used to match to the proper IP address.
A system or network administrator can update the /etc/hosts file at any time, and
changes are effective immediately (so the machine doesn't have to be rebooted to effect
the changes). Whenever a symbolic name is specified by a user or an application, the
/etc/hosts file is always searched first for a matching name, and the proper address is
read from the same line.
Most TCP/IP implementations

on other platforms have a similar type of file to

resolve IP addresses from symbolic names. Ne~Manage ChameleonNFS
Windows

running on a

3 .x machine, for example, uses a Host Table to match names and IP

addresses. The Host Table, shown in Figure 2.1, is a graphical front-end to a file
equivalent to /etc/hosts on a UNIX machine.
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Figure 2.1 Graphical Front-end to a file equivalent to /etc/hosts on a UNIX Machine

2.1.2 Network Names: /etc/networks
Networks can be addressed by a symbolic name, just as machines are. To resolve the
network names, another file is used that contains the corresponding network address.
Typically, this file isn't accessed often, because few users want to address an entire
network within their application. The network name resolution file's most common use
is to specify the local network's name.
UNIX systems usually use the file /etc/networks to specify symbolic network names.
The format of the file provides a network symbolic name, its network address, and any
. alias that might be used, in much the same format as the /etc/hosts table is used for
specific machines. A sample /etc/networks file is shown here:

# local network names
tpci

146.1

tpci_network tpci_local

bnr

47.80

BNR bnr.ca

tmn
unıque
sco

123.2.21
89.123.23
132.147

loopback 127

UNIQUE

sco
localhost
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The /etc/networks

file layout is a little different from /etc/hosts in that the usual

network name is given in the first column, followed by the IP network address, then any
aliases.
The last entry in this example file gives the loopback name. The first entry specifies
the local machine name, its network address, and any name variants. Using this file, an
application that wanted to reach the network called UNIQUE could use that name and
let the operating system resolve it to the IP network address 89.123.23.
Many implementations of TCP/IP on other platforms don't bother with a network
name resolution file like this. Part of the reason is that the /etc/networks file has little
use on a UNIX platform, and many single-user operating systems don't require the type
of versatility a multi user operating system like UNIX must supply to an entire network.

2.1.3 Network Protocols: /etc/protocols
Protocol numbers are used to identify the transport protocol to the receiving machine
to enable proper decoding of the information within the datagram. With TCP/IP, the
protocol number is embedded in the Internet Protocol header. A configuration file is
usually used to identify all the transport protocols available on the system and their
respective protocol numbers.
UNIX systems use the /etc/protocols file for this purpose. Usually, this file is not
modified

by the

automatically

administrator

but is maintained

by the

system

and updated

as part of the installation procedure when new TCP/IP software or

services are added. The /etc/protocols file contains the protocol name, its number, and
any alias that might be used for that protocol. A sample /etc/protocols file is shown here:

# Internet (IP) protocols
ıp

o

# internet protocol, pseudo protocol number

IP

ıcmp

1

ICMP

# internet control message protocol

ıgmp

2

IGMP

# internet group management protocol
'# gateway-gateway protocol

ggp

3

GGP

tep

6

TCP

# transmission control protocol

egp

8

EGP

# Exterior-Gateway Protocol

pup

12

PUP

# PARC universal packet protocol

udp

17

UDP

# user datagram protocol
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hello

63

HELLO

ospf

89

OSPF

# BELLO Routing Protocol
# Open Shortest Path First Routing Protocol

In this /etc/protocols file, the IP protocol is assigned protocol O, and TCP is protocol

6. The values in this table should not be changed from their default values except when
special network conditions mandate a change. If·new TCP/IP services are added to the
UNIX system this file resides on, new entries are made to this file by the application
installation routine.
There are usually no equivalents of the /etc/protocols file on other operating systems
because they assume that the standard transport number is used for each protocol.

2.1.4 Network Services: /etc/services
The final common configuration file used on most UNIX systems identifies the
existing network services. As with the /etc/protocols file, this file is not usually
modified by an administrator but is maintained by software as it is installed or
configured.
The UNIX network services file is /etc/services. The file is in ASCII format
consisting of the service name, a port number, and the protocol'type. The port number
and protocol type are separated by a slash. The port numbers for TCP/IP usually follow
the conventions mentioned in the previous chapters. Any optional service alias names
follow after the port numbers. A short extract from a sample /etc/services file (the file is
usually quite lengthy) is shown here:

# network services
echo

7/tcp

echo

7/udp

discard 9/tcp sink null
discard 9/udp sink null
ftp

21/tcp

telnet 23/tcp
smtp
tftp

25/tcp mail mailx
69/udp

# specific services
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login

513/tcp

who

513/udp

whod

2.2 Setting the Host Name
TCP/IP requires that each machine on the network have an IP address. Usually, each
machine also has a unique symbolic name; otherwise, the IP address must be used for all
connections to that machine. Most operating systems have a simple program that
identifies the name of the local machine. UNIX systems have the utility hostname for
this purpose, as well as the uname program, which can give the node name with the
command uname -n. The uname utility is usually supported in System V and compatible
operating systems only.
The host name is sometimes saved in a separate file that is read when the operating
system starts up, or it can be read from one of the configuration files mentioned
previously. The hostname is used by most protocols on the system and by many TCP/IP
applications, so it is important for proper ı,ystem operation. The host name can
sometimes be changed by editing the system file that contains the name and then
rebooting the machine, although many operating systems provide a utility program to
ensure that this process is performed correctly.
On many UNIX systems, the hostname and µname commands echo back the local
machine name, as the following sample session shows:

hostname

$

tpci_sco4.tpci.com
$

uname-n

tpci_sco4
On the SCO UN1X system used in this example, the hostname command returns the
fully qualified domain name, whereas the uname command provides the local machine
name only. On a Hewlett-Packard workstation running HP-UX, both commands return
only the local machine name. The exact behavior of the hostname and uname commands
is therefore quite dependent on the implementation.
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On a Linux system, for example, the hostname command can be used to not only
show the current host name setting but also to change it when used with the -S (for set)
option. For example, the command

hostname -S willow.tree.com
changes the local fully: qualified domain name to willow.tree.com.

Not all versions of

Linux support the -S option of the hostname command.
Most TCP/IP suites for other operating systems

\JS~

a simpler method of setting the host

name. For example, on a Windows 3 .x machine the NetManage ChameleonNFS
package uses the dialog shown in Figure 2.2 to quickly set the host name.

Eile

[nterface

Interface:
Physical Addresş:
IP Address:
Subnet Mask:
Host Name:
Domain Name:

Custom - C:\NETMANAG\TCPIP.CFG
.S.etup Seryices .ti.ele_
EthernetO

Figure 2.2 Dialog use by Net Manage Chameleon NFS package
Windows NT has:TCP/IP services built into the basic distribution. On a Windows
NT system, the host, name is specified through the Network dialog opened from the
Control Panel, as shown in Figure 2.3. Both the Windows NT and Windows 3.x systems
enable a change in the host name to be made effective immediately, although a system
reboot is recommended to clear all configuration information held in memory.
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Ç.omputer N a'!'e:

(iifi:jAti

I

Mim

Ne!B
I nslalled Adapter Cards:

Descriıı!ion:

~

NE2000 Adapter

Figure 2.3 Open Network dialog

A potential problem can occur when the local machine is multihomed, or based in
several networks with a different name and IP address for each network. The single
name in the configuration file in such an installation might not provide enough
information to permit proper routing over all the connected networks. This problem is
seldom encountered, but it does require the system administrator to set the hostname for
each network carefully.
Aside from the simple machine name query shown, the hostname system is a full
protocol that enables access to the Network Information Center (NIC) tables to verify
addresses and obtain information about the network, gateways, and hosts. It uses TCP
port number 1 O 1 to connect to the NIC. This type of access is usually restricted to the
network administrator.

2.3 The Loopback Driver
The loopback driver is probably the most fundamental and often-used diagnostic
available to an administrator. A loopback driver acts as a virtual circuit, enabling
outgoing information to be immediately rerouted back to an input. This enables testing
of the machine's circuits by eliminating any external influences, such as the network
itself, gateways, or remote machines. By convention, each machine uses the IP address
127.0.0.1 for the loopback driver (also called the localhost IP address).
Every system should have a loopback driver in place whether the machine is on a
network or not. This is because some applications insist on having an IP address they
can access to function properly. Many license servers on a UNIX machine have this
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requirement, for example. Although the need for a loopback driver isn't important for
non-networked Windows and similar operating system machines, a loopback driver is
always installed with a TCP/IP suite.
Loopback drivers are usually embedded as part of the operating system kernel, or
sometimes as an add-on utility program. Most multiuser systems employ an embedded
loopback

driver. UNIX is a good example; within the kernel is a device driver

specifically designed to act as a loopback driver. The loopback driver is almost always
added automatically when the operating system is installed, but a few UNIX-based
operating systems, including several versions of Linux, don't perform this function, and
the loopback driver must be added manually by the system administrator. As previously
mentioned,

several configuration

files on the; system contain the address of the

loopback's connection, such as /etc/hosts.
Using the loopback driver to reroute the output stream, the network interface card
(usually an Ethernet card) is bypassed. The loopback driver is useful for testing TCP/IP
software installations,
configuration.

because it immediately

shows any problems with the local

This can be done before the machine is physically connected to the

network or even before the networking

hardware and software are installed. For

example, you can use the loopback driver to test your TCP/IP configuration before it is
connected to a network by using the ping command with the localhost name or IP
address, as the following example shows:

# ping -c5 localhost

PING localhost (127.0.0.1): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=O ttl=64 time=lO ms
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=l ttl=64 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.l): icmpjeq=t ttl=64 time=O ms
--- localhost ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max=

0/2/1 O ms

# ping -c5 127.0.0.1

PING 127.0.0.1 (127.0.0.1): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=O ttl=64 time=O ms
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64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp seq=I ttl=64 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=2 tt:1=64 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp jseq=S ttl=64 time=O ms
64 bytes from: localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=4 ttl=ô-l time=O ms
--- 127.0.0.1 ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss

round-trip min/avg/max= 0/0/0 ms
In the preceding example I used the ping command with the -c option to specify five
pings, first with the localhost name (which /etc/hosts resolves to the IP address
127.0.0.1) and then with the IP address itself If either command had failed, it would
indicate a problem with either the /etc/hosts file (if the name localhost could not be
resolved) or with the TCP/IP instaliation (if both commands failed).

2.4 Managing ARP
The arp program manages entries in the system's Address Resolution Protocol ( ARP)
tables.We may recall that ARP provides the link between the IP address and the
underlying physical address. Using arp (or its equivalent in other operating systems), the
administrator can create, modify, or delete entries in the ARP table. Typically, this has
to be performed whenever a machine's network address changes (either because of a
change in the network hardware or because of a physical move).
The arp program differs considerably between implementations and is seldom used
by users, so examples of its use are left to the operating system's configuration and
administration documentation.

2.5 Using ifconfıg
The ifconfıg program, or one like it, enables an administrator to activate and
deactivate network interfaces, as well as to configure them. Access to the ifconfıg
program is generally restricted to a superuser or network administrator. Changes to the
configuration can usually be made only before the system is fully operational (such as in
single-user mode on a UNIX system). When issued, ifconfıg essentially instructs the
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network layer of the kernel to work with the specified network interface by assigning an
IP address, then issuing a command to make. the interface active on the system. Only
when the interface is active can the operating system kernel send and receive data
through the interface.
The ifconfig program enables a network administrator to perform several useful
functions on most operating systems:
Activate or deactivate an interface
Activate or deactivate ARP on an interface
Activate or deactivate debugging mode on an interface
Assign a broadcast address
Assign a subnetwork mask
Assign a routing method
Examining all the options available to ifconfıg would require several dozen pages.
Because

this

material

is rarely

used

and

differs

with

each

implementation,

administrators are referred to their operating system documentation. As an example, the
Linux version of the ifconfıg command uses this general format:

ifconfıg interface type IP_Address
I

nterface_type is the interface's device driver name (such as lo for loopback, PPP for

PPP, and eth for Ethernet), and IP_Address is the IP address used by that interface.
When used with only the name of an interface, ifconfig usually returns information
about the current state of the interface, as shown in the following example. In this
example, a query of both an Ethernet card (called ecü) and the loopback driver (called
loO) is performed. The status flags of the interface are followed by the Internet address,
the broadcast

address, and optionally a network mask, which defines the Internet

address used for address comparison when routing.

tpci_scol-12> ifconfig ecO
ecO: flags=807<UP,BROADCAST,DEBUG,ARP>
inet 146.8. 12. 15 netmask fff:ffOO broadcast
146.8. 12. 15
tpci_sco 1-13> ifconfig loO
loO: flags=49<UP,LOOPBACK,RUNNING>
inet 127.0.0. 1 netmask ffüOOOOO
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The preceding example shows that the Ethernet connection ecO is active (UP), able to
transmit broadcasts (BROADCAST),

and is in debugging mode (DEBUG). Also, the

ARP protocol is active (ARP). You may recall that a broadcast message is sent to all
machines on the local network by setting the host ID address to all 1 s.
Once the ifconfıg command has been run and an interface is active, many operating
systems require the route command to be issued to add or remove routes in the kernel's
routing table. This is 'needed to enable the local machine to fınd other machines. The
general format of the route command on a UNIX or Linux system is this:

route addldel IP_ Address
Either add or del is specified to add or remove the route from the kernel's routing
table, and IP_ Address is the remote route being affected.
The current contents of the kernel's routing table can be displayed on some systems by
entering the command route by itself on the command line. For example, on a Linux
system that is set up only with the loopback driver, you see an output like this:

$ route
Kernel Routing Table
Destination
loop back

Gateway

*

Genmask

255.0.0.0

U

Flags MSS Window Use Iface
1936 O

16 lo

The important columns are the destination. name, which shows the name of the
configured target (in this case only loopback), the mask to be used (Genmask), and the
interface (Iface, in this case /dev/lo). You can force route to display the IP addresses
instead of symbolic names by using the -n option:

$ route -n

Kernel Routing Table
Destination
127.0.0.1

Gateway

*

Genmask

2Ş5.0.0.0

U

Flags MSS Window Use Iface
1936 O

16 lo

Not all UNIX and Linux versions show this type of output from the route command.
The use of the ifconfıg and route programs can be shown in the setup of a Slackware
Linux system's Ethernet connection. To make the Ethernet interface active, the ifconfıg
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command is issued with the Ethernet device name (ethO on a Slackware Linux system)
and the local IP address. For example, the command

ifconfıg ethO 147.123,.20.1
sets up the local machine with the IP Address 147.123.20.1. The interface is the
Ethernet device /dev/ethü. The interface can then be checked with the ifconfıg command
using the interface name:

$ ifconfıg ethO

ethO

Link encap 1 OMps: Ethernet Hwaddr

inet addr 147.123.20.1 Beast 147.123.1.255 Mask 255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MTU 1500Metric 1
RX packets:0 errors.Odropped:0 overruns:0
TX packets:0 errors:Odropped:Ooverruns:0
You may notice in the output that the broadcast address was set based on the local
machine's IP address. This is used by TCP/IP to access all machines on the local area
network at once. The· Message Transfer Unit (MTU) size is usually set to the maximum
value of 1500 (for Ethernet networks).
Next, an entry is added to the kernel routing tables to let the kernel know about the
local machine's network address. The IP address that is used with the route command is
not your local machine's IP address, but that of the network as a whole without the local
identifier. To set the entire local are network at once, the -net option of the route
command is used. In the case of the IP addresses shown earlier, the command would be
this:
route add -net 147. 123.20.0
This adds all the machines on the network identified by the network address
147.123.20 to the kernel's list of accessible machines. An alternative method is to use
the /etc/networks file. Once the route has been; added to the kernel routing tables, it can
be tested with the ping command.

2.6 The inetd Daemon
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The inetd program is a holdover from the early days of TCP/IP UNIX development.
When a UNIX machine was started, it would activate TCP/IP and immediately accept
connections at its ports,. spawning a process for each. This could result in many identical
processes, one for eachavailable

port.

To control the processes better, the inetd program was developed to handle the port
connections itself, offloading that task from the server. The primary difference is that
inetd creates a process for each connection that is t:;stablish,ed, whereas the server creates
a process for each port (which leads to many unuşed processes).
On many systems, some of the test programs and status information utilities are run
through inetd. Typically, services like echo, discard, and time use inetd.
The

inetd

program

uses

a configuration

file

usually

called

/etc/inetd.cfg,

/etc/inetd.conf, or /etc/inetd.cf on UNIX systems. An extract of a sample /etc/inetd.cfg
file is shown in the following code:
5.2 Lachman System V STREAMS TCP source

#

@(#)inetd. conf

#

System V STREA'MS TCP~ Release 4.0

ftp

stream

nowait

tep

ftpd

/etc/ftpd

NOLUID

telnet

stream

tep

nowait

NOLUID

/etc(telnetd

telnetd

shell

stream

tep

nowait

NOLUID

/etc/rshd

rshd

login

stream

tep

nowait

NOLUID

I etc/rlogind rlogind

exec

stream

tep

nowait

NOLUID

/etc/rexecd

finger

stream

tep

nowait

nouser

/etc/fingerd

fıngerd

root

/etc/comsat

comsat

comsat

dgram

wait

udp

ntalk

dgram

udp

wait

root

echo

stream

tep

nowait

root

discard stream

nowait

tep

root

/etc/talkd

internal
internal

chargen stream

tep

nowait

root

internal

daytime stream

tep

nowait

root

internal

time

stream

echo

dgram

discard dgram

tep

nowait

root

internal

wait

root

internal

wait

root

internal

udp
udp

chargen dgram

udp

wait

root

internal

daytime dgram

udp

wait

root

internal

time

dgram

udp

wait

root

internal
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rexecd

talkd

The columns show the service name (which corresponds to an entry in the services
file, such as /etc/services),

the socket type (stream, raw, or datagram), the protocol

name, whether inetd can accept further connections

at the same port immediately

(nowait) or must wait for the server to finish (wait), the login that owns the service, the
server program name, and arty optional parameters needed for the server program.
The configuration file is read when the server is booted and every time a hang-up
signal is received from an application. This enables dynamic changes to the file, because
any modifications would be read and register on the next file read.

2.7 The netstat Command
The netstat program or a similar utility provides comprehensive information about
the local system and its TCP/IP implementation. This is the program most commonly
used by administrators to quickly diagnose

<J-

problem with TCP/IP. The actual

information and its format supplied by the netstat utility differs with the operating
system implementation, but it usually supplies the following important summaries:
Communications end points
Network interface statistics
Information on the data buffers
Routing table information
Protocol statistics
On some systems, information about the interprocess communications and other
protocol stacks might be appended. The information to be displayed can usually be
toggled with a command-line option. The output from a typical UNIX installation that
uses the netstat command is shown in the next few sections, which discuss netstat and
its output in more detail. The output and meaning might be different with other
operating systems, but the general purpose of the diagnostic tool remains the same.

2.7.1 Communications End Points
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The

netstat

communications

command

with

no options

provides

information

on all active

end points. To display all end points (active and passive), netstat uses

the -a option.
The output is formatted into columns showing the protocol (Proto), the amount of
data in the receive and send queues (Recv-Q and Send-Q), the local and remote
addresses, and the current state of the connection. A truncated sample output is shown
here:

$

netstat -a

Active Internet connections (including servers)
Foreign Address
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q 'Local Address

o

ıp

o

tep

O

2124 tpci.login

tep

o

O tpci.10~4

tep

11212

tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
tep
udp
udp
udp
udp

*.*

O

**
ijSTABL.

merlin.1034

ESTABL.

prudie.login

ESTABL.

treijs. 1036

tpci. l035

o O tpci.10+1
o O *. 1028
o o *.*
o O *.6000
o O * .listerr
o O *.1024;
o O *.sunrpc
o O *.smtp
o O *.time
o O * .echo
o O * .finger
o O *.exec
o O *.telnet
o o * .ftp
o o **
o O *.60000
o O *.177
o O *.103~
o O *.1038

(state)

TIME WAIT

reboc.1024

LJSTEN

**

CLOSED

**

*

LISTEN

* *

LISTEN

*

**

LISTEN

*

*

LISTEN

* *

LISTEN

**

LISTEN

*

*

LISTEN

* *

LISTEN

*

LISTEN

* *

LISTEN

*
* *

LISTEN

* *

CLOSED
**

*

*

**
**
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O

localhost. 1036

O

*.1034

udp

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

udp

o

udp

udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp

o **

localhost.syslog
**

*

*

O

*.1027

**

O

*.1026

**

O

*.sunrpc

* *

O

*.1025

**

O

*.time

**

O

*.daytime

* *

O

*.chargen

**

O

*.route

o

* *

'!'

*

*

*

In the preceding example, there are three active TCP connections, as identified by the
state ESTABL. One has data being sent (as shown in the Send-Q column), and another
has incoming data in the queue. The network names and port numbers of the connection
ends are shown whenever possible. An asterisk (*) · means there is no end point
associated with that address yet.
One connection is waiting to be hung up, identified by TIME_WAIT in the state
column. After 30 seconds, these sessions are terminated and the connection freed. Any
row with LISTEN as the state has no connection at the moment, and is waiting. There is
no state column for UDP sessions because they do not have an end-to-end connection,
A CLOSED entry in the output shows that thy connection is closed but hasn't switched
over to LISTEN yet.

2.7.2 Network Interface Statistics
The behavior of the network interface (such as the network interface card) can be
determined with the -i option to the netstat command. This information quickly shows
an administrator whether there are major problems with the network connection.
The netstat -i command displays the name of the interface, the maximum number of
characters a packet can contain (Mtu), the network and host addresses or names, the
number of input packets (Ipkts), input errors (Ierrs), output packets (Opkts), output
errors (Oerrs), and number of collisions (Collis) experienced in the current sampling
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session. The collisions column has relevance only for a networking system that enables
packet collisions, such as Ethernet. A sample output from a netstat -i command is shown
here:

$ netstat -i
Name

Mtu Network

ecO

1500 tpci

lanO

1497 47.80

loO

8232 loopback

Address

merlin

Ipkts

34

tpci_hpws4
localhost

O

Ierrs Opkts
125

O

O

11625

11625
206

O

Oerrs Collis

O

206

O
O

O
O

An administrator can obtain more specific information about one interface by using
the -I option with a device name and a time interval, specified in seconds,. such as netstat
-I ecO 30 to obtain specific information

about the behavior of the ecO (Ethernet)

interface over the last 30 seconds.

2.7.3 Data Buffers
Information about the data buffers can be obtained with the netstat command's -m
option. Monitoring the behavior of the buffers is important, because they directly impact
the performance of TCP/IP. The output of the netstat -m command differs depending on
the version of UNIX in use, reflectingthe

different implementations of the TCP/IP code.

The netstat -m command output from a System V-based UNIX version is shown in
the following code example. Entries are provided for the streamhead, queue, message
descriptor table (mblks), data descriptor table (dblks), and the different classes of data
descriptor tables. The columns show the number of blocks configured (config) and
currently allocated (alloc), the number of columns free (free), the total number of blocks
in use (total), the maximum number of blocks, that were in use at one time (max), and
the number of times a block was not available (fail).

$ netstat -m
streams allocation:
confıg

alloc

free total

streams

292

79

queues

1424

362

213
1062

max

233

fail

80

516
54

368

O
O

mblks

5067

dblks

. 4054

4871

3957

206

196 3858

3957

206

196

o
o
o
o
o

4 bytes

652

50

602

489

53

class 1, 16 bytes

652

2

650

408

4

class 2, 64 bytes

768

6

762 2720

class 3, 128 bytes

872

105

767

226

class 4, 256 bytes

548

21

527

36

22

class 5, 512 bytes

324

12

312

32

13

o
o
o

107

1

1

o

1

o
o

class O,

class 6, 1024 bytes

107

class 7, 2048 bytes

90

class 8, 4096 bytes

41

90

7

41

38

14

o

107

1

o
o

total configured streams memory: 1166.73KB
streams memory in use: 44.78KB
maximum streams memory used: 58.57KB

For the administrator, the failure column is. important. It should always show Os. If a
larger number appears, that resource has been overtaxed and the number of blocks
assigned to that resource should be increased (followed by a kernel rebuild and a reboot
of the system to effect the changes).

2.7.4 Routing Table Information
Routing tables ar~ continually updated to reflect connections to other machines. To
obtain information about the routing tables, the netstat -rand -rs options are used. (The
latter generates statistics about the routing tables.)
The output from netstat -r and netstat -rs commands are shown in the following code
example. The·columns show the destination machine, the address of the gateway to be
used, a flag to show whether the route is active (U) and whether it leads to a gateway or
a machine (H for host), a reference counter (Refs) that specifies how many active
connections can use that route simultaneously, the number of packets that have been
sent over the route (Use), and the interface name.

$ netstat -r

Routing tables
55

Destination
localhost
merlin
treijs
47.80

UH

localhost
Iocalhost
hoytgate

UH
UG

bcarh736

u

Use Interface

Refs

Flags

Gateway

4

10 loO

2

2 e¢0

o

o

ecO

12 21029 lanO

tpci sco4-57> netstat -rs
routing:
O bad routing redirects
O dynamically created routes
O new gateways found unreachable
2 destinations found unreachable
122 uses of a wild card route
O routes marked doutbful
O routes cleared of being doubtful
O routes deleted

2.7.5 Protocol Statistics
Statistics about the overall behavior of network protocols can be obtained with the
netstat -s command. This usually provides summaries for IP, ICMP, TCP, and UDP.
The output from this command is useful for determining where an error in a received
packet was located, which then leads the user to isolate whether that error was caused by
a software or network problem.
Issuing the netstat -s command provides a verbose output. A sample output is shown
in the following code. The entries are self-explanatory.

tpci_sco4-67> netstat -s
ıp:
183309 total packets received
O bad header checksums
O with size smaller than minimum
O with data size < data length
O with header length < data size
O with data length < header length
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O with unknown protocol
13477 fragments received

O fragments dropped ( dup or out of space)
O fragments dropped after timeout
O packets reassembled

O packets forwarded
O packets not forwardable
75 no routes
O redirects sent
O system errors during input

309 packets delivered
309 total packets sent
O system errors during output

O packets fragmented
O packets not fragmentable

O fragments created
ıcmp:
1768 calls to icmperror
O errors not generated because old message was icmp

Output histogram:
destination unreachable: 136
O messages with bad code fields

O messages < minimum length
O bad checksums
O messages with bad length
Input histogram:
destination unreachable: 68
O message responses generated

68 messages received
68 messages sent
O system errors during output
tep:
9019 packets sent
6464 data packets ( 1 13 7192 bytes)
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4 data packets (4218 bytes) retransmitted

1670 ack-only packets (918 delayed)
O URG only packets
O window probe packets

163 window update packets
718 control packets
24 resets
9693 packets received
4927 acks (for 74637 bytes)
3 7 duplicate acks
O acks for unsent data

5333 packets (1405271 bytes) received in-sequence
23 completely duplicate packets (28534 bytes)
O packets with some dup. data (O bytes duped)

38 out-of-order packets (5$76 bytes)
O packets (O bytes) of data after window
O window probes

134 window update packets
O packets received after close
O discarded for bad checksums
O discarded for bad header offset fields
O discarded because packet too short
O system errors encountered during processing

224 connection requests
13 O connection accepts
687 connections established (including accepts)
655 connections closed (including O drops)
24 embryonic connections dropped
O failed connect and accept requests
O resets received while established

5519 segments updated rtt (of 5624 attempts)
5 retransmit timeouts
O connections dropped by rexmit timeout
O persist timeouts
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O keepalive timeouts
O keepalive probes sent
O connections dropped by keepalive
O connections lingered
O linger timers expired
O linger timers cancelled
O linger timers aborted by signal
udp:
O incomplete headers
O bad data length fields
O bad checksums
68 bad ports
125 input packets delivered
O system errors during input
268 packets sent

2.8 The ping Utillty
The ping (Packet Internet Groper) utility is used to query another system to ensure
that a connection is still active. (You may recall the ruptime utility from yesterday,
which also does this. However, ruptime waits five minutes before trying the remote, and
you may want to know right away if the connection is active.) The ping command is
available on most operating systems that implement TCP/IP.
The ping program operates by sending out
. an Internet Control Message Protocol
/

(ICMP) echo request. If the destination machine's IP software receives the ICMP
request, it issues an echo reply immediately. The sending machine continues to send an
echo request until the ping program is terminated with a break sequence (Ctrl+C or the
Delete key in UNIX). After termination, ping displays a set of statistics. A sample ping
session is shown here:

$ ping merlin

PING merlin: 64 data bytes
64 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=O. time=20. ms
64 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=l. time=lO. ms
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64 bytes from 142.1~.130.12: icmp_seq=2. time=l O. ms
64 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=3. time=20. ms
64 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=4. time=IO. ms
64 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=5. tirtıe=lO. ms
64 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=6. time=lO. ms
--- merling PING Statistics --7 packets transmitted, 7 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip (ms) min/avg/max=

10/12/20

An alternate method to invoke ping is to provide the number of times you want it to
query the remote. Also, you could provide ~ packet length as a test. The following
example instructs ping to use 256 data byte ,Rafkets and try five times. Using ping to
send large packets is one method of determining the network's behavior with large
.

'

'ı·

i

.

;

packet sizes, especially when fragmentation ınpst occur. The ping program is also useful
for monitoring response times
:,

}

of the

network, by observing the reply time on packets
İ-

.

sent as the network load (or the machine load) 'changes. This information can be very
useful in optimization of TCP/IP.

$ ping merlin 256 5

PING merlin: 256 data bytes
256 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=O. time=20. ms
256 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=l.

time=lO. ms

256 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=2. time=10. ms
256 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp jseq=J. time=20. ms
256 bytes from 142.12.130.12: icmp_seq=4. time=l O, ms
--- merling PING Statistics --5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip (ms) min/avg/max=

10/13/20

Some older implementations of ping simply reply with a message that the system at
the other end is active. (The message is of the form X is alive.) To obtain the verbose
messages shown previously, the -s option must, be used.
The ping program is useful for diagnostics because it provides four important pieces
of information: whether the TCP/IP software is functioning correctly; whether a local
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network device can be addressed (validating its address); whether a remote machine can
be accessed (again validating the address and testing the routing); and verifying the
software on the remote machine.
Most non-UNIX TCP/IP implementations provide ping utilities as part of their suıte.
For example, Figure 2.4 shows the Netlvlanage

Chameleonl-Jf'S

ping utility. The

Chameleon ping sends only a single ICMP packet instead of a continuous stream, but is
useful for verifying that a remote machine is responding.

file

Start

Settings

Ping~ PIN'~.'ÇfG
Help

64 bytes r,eceiued~, fcıııp_s~jq~1, tiıııe=O ıııs
Round-trip (ıııs) ıııin/aug~m~x = 0/0/Q

Figure 2.4 Net Manage Chameleon NFS ping utility

2.9 Tracing a Connection
There is a tracing option built into TCP/IP~When simpler methods have failed, this
option can be used to trace a problem. To activate the trace, a system call is sent to the
end point that turns on a flag. Most TCP/IP implementations enable the tracing option to
be turned on from the command line using the td (debug) option. When tracing is turned
on, all activities are echoed to a buffer or ~o .the screen, depending on the system
configuration.
The output from the TCP/IP tracing option is examined using the program trpt (trace
report). A specific connection can be specifiedİ,or all behavior passing through TCP/IP
can be displayed. The.output from trpt is verbose and of little interest to most users.
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3. TCP/IP BASED SE~VER AND CLIENT
3.1 Setting Up a Sample TCP/IP Network: Server
How to set up a TCP/IP Server on \\,firtdows NT machine, Every server are
connected to the sample network, and any of th~m can be accessed by a client machine
or other server.

3.1.1 The Sample Network
I designed a dedicated TCP/IP network to show the steps you must follow to set up,
configure, and test

a

TCP/IP implementation. The sample network relies on several

servers, although many networks have only Ôny. Also, I use several different types of
servers to show you how they can be configured, whereas most real networks are not
this diverse. All the machines are connected over an Ethernet network. In all, the sample
network has four servers and three clients.
Each of the seven-machines on the network has its own name and IP address. For this
sample network, the IP address mask has been randomly chosen as 147.120. The names
of the machines have peen chosen from my pets, although any unique name would do,
of course.
The physical setup of the network is undertaken first. It involves installing a network
interface card in each machine (except the SPARCstation, which has the network card
as part of the motherboard). On each system you must ensure that any jumpers for
interrupt vectors and memory I/O addresses do not conflict with any other card on that
system. (Some of the cards are software progta~mable; some are set by jumpers or DIP
switches.) All the boards used in this system .iare from different manufacturers to show
the independent nature of the TCP/IP network]
Cable must be run between all the machines] connecting the network interface cards
together. In the case of Ethernet, the cables must be properly terminated. The sample
network uses thin Ethernet, which closely resembles television coaxial cable. BNC Thin
Ethernet connectors resemble a T, with cables attached to both ends of the T and the
stem connected to the network card. Two of the machines form the ends of the cable and
require a terminating resistor as part of their T. The SPARCstation normally uses an
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'
RJ45 connector (which looks like. a wide telephone connector, so I used a transceiver to
convert it to BNC). ·
To test the physical network, it is easiest ttj wait until a couple of machines have had
their basic software configuration completed:.!All the machines on the network do not
have to be active, aslong as. the network cable is contiguous from end to end and each
BNC connector is attached to a · network card to provide electrical termination. If
problems are found when the network is tested, the physical network is the first item to
check. Some network monitoring devices can supply integrity information prior to
installing the network, but these devices, are not usually available to system
administrators who are just beginning their installation, or who have a small number of
machines to maintain (primarily because the network testers tend to be expensive).

3.1.2 Configuring
TCP/IP Software
.
.
.

Most operating systems and TCP/IP software packages provide several utilities,
including menu-driven scripts that help automate the installation process of the TCP/IP
applications. Some operating systems still require manual configuration of several files
using a text editor. To configure TCP/IP software properly, you must know several
pieces of information before you start. The necessary information you need for each
machine on the network follows:
•

Domain name: The name the entire network
will use .
.
!

•

System name: The unique name of each local machine.

•

IP address: The full address of each machine.

•

Driver type: Each interface to the network must be associated with a device
driver, instructing the operating system!how to talk to the device.

fot

• Broadcast address: The address used network-wide broadcasts .
• Netmask: The network mask that uniq1,11ely identifies the local network.
• Hardware network card configuration information: The interrupt vector and
memory address of the network card.
The system domain name is necessary if the network is to be connected to other
machines outside the local network. Domain names can be invented by the system
administrator. If, however, the network is to interface with Internet or one of its service
providers, the domain name should be approyed by the Internet Network Information
Center (InterNIC). Creating and registering a new domain is as simple as filling out a
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form (and recently, paying

a

small administration fee). Domain names usually reflect
\'

i

..

the company name, ·with the extension identifying the type
of organization.
sample
.
. '. The
:,..
..
. :.
,,.

··'

~-.

,•

network uses the name tpci.com.
The machine name is used for symbolic naming of a machine instead of forcing the
full IP address to be specified. The system name must be unique on the local network.
Other networks might have machines with the same name, but their network masks are
different, so there is.' no poss~bl~ confusion during packet.routing. In most cases, system
names are composed of eight characters {or less) and are usually all lowercase
characters. The system name can be a mix: of characters and numbers. Larger
organizations tend to number their machines,. and small companies give their machines
more familiar names.
The device driver instructs the operating ~ystem how to communicate with the
network interface (usually either a network card 9r a serial port). Each interface has its
own specific device driver. Most operating ·sy*t~qıs have device drivers included in their
distribution software, although some require software supplied with the network card.
Generic drivers are available for most network cards on bulletin board systems.
The network card configuration must be known in order to install the device driver
properly. Network cards usually have several configuration settings, depending on the
system for which they are designed. For the PC-,-based machines in the sample network,
each card must have a unique interrupt vectorj called an IRQ) and a unique I/O memory
address. IRQ and address settings on many of the newer network boards are software
confıgurable, making the installation and configuration much easier.
Most network cards come with default settings that might conflict with other cards in
the system. Users must carefully check for conflicts, resorting to a diagnostic program if
available. UNIX users have several utilities available, depending on the operating
system. SCO UNIX' and most System V Release 4 operating systems have the utility
hwconfıg, which shows the current hardware 'configuration. The following example
shows the hwconfig output and the output from. the command with the -h option to
provide long formatting with headers (making 'it is easier to read):

$ hwconfıg

name=fpu vec=l3 dma=- type=80387
name=serial base=Oxsf'S offset=Ox?vec=4 dma=- unit=Otype=Standard nports=l
name=serial base=Ox2F8 offset=Ox?vec=J dma=- unit=l type=Standard nports=l
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name=floppy base=Qx3F2 offset=OxŞ vec=ö 4ı:na=2 unit=O type=96dsl 5
name=floppy vec=- dma=- unit=I type=135dsJS:
I

İ

•

l

name=console vec=- dma=- unit=vga type=O

p ;screens=68k

name=adapter base:::;;Qx2COO
offset=Oxf'F veciı
ı-ı dma=- type=arad ha=O id=7 fts=st
:
.·,
name=nat base=Ox300 offset=Oxzü.vec=?

dm4=; type=NE2000
'

..

addr=00:00:6e:24: le:3e
I

name=tape vec=- dma=- type=S ha=O id=4 lun=O ht=arad
name=disk vec=- dma=- type=S ha=O id=O lun=O ht=arad fts=stdb
name=Şdsk vec=- drna= cyls=l002 hds=64 sJc~=32
$

$ hwconfıg -h
device

address

fpu

-

vec dma comment

13

- type=803 87

serial

Ox3f8-0x3ff

4 - unit=O type=Standard nports=I

serial.

Ox2f8-0x2ff · 3 · "'.· · unit=l type=St4nqard rıports=I ·

t

.

floppy

adapter
nat

i

:

6 2 unit=O type=Q6qş15

,_ - unit=I type=l35qsl[8

floppy
console

.

Ox3f2-0x;3f7

-

- - unit=vga type=O 12; screens=68k

Ox2c00-0x2cff 11
Ox300-0x320

- type=arad ha=O id=? fts=st

7 ,.. type=NE2000 a.ddr=00:00:6e:24: le:3e

tape

type=S ha=O id=4 lun=O ht=arad

disk

type=S ha=O id=O lun=O ht=arad fts=stdb

Sdsk

cyls=l002 hds=64 secş=32

This output is from the SCO UNIX serverş set up for the sample network. It has the
network Ethernet card already configured as device nat, which uses lRQ 7 (shown under
the vec or interrupt
vector column).. The nat line also shows the memory address as 300.
-~

320 (hexadecimal)

and the device driver as:NE2000

driver). The address and vec columns show

(a Novell NetWare-compatible

no. conflicts

between the settings used for

the Ethernet card and other devices on the system. (The adapter entry is for a high-speed
SCSI-2 card, which controls both the tape and the Sdsk device, the primary SCSI hard
"t

drive. All other entries should be self-explanatory.)
DOS users can use the Microsoft Diagnostic utility, MSD.EXE, or one of several third
party tools such as Central Point PC Tools or The Norton Utilities to display lRQ
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vectors and memory addresses in use by the 'system. Some software even indicates
which vectors and addresses are available for use.
There is no need to have the . ' same IRQ 1·1·
and·i memory address for each card on the
network, because the network itself doesn't! care about these settings. The IRQ and
memory addresses are required for the machine to communicate

with the network

interface card only. :The sample: network used ~ different IRQ and memory address for
each machine.
IRQ and meıpory, addresses !lre 'usually set oh the network interface card itself using
either jumpers on pins or a Dl_l)-switch block. The documentation

accompanying

the

card should provide all the information necessary for setting these values. Some recently
'

'

. '

i

j

introduced network interface cards can be configured through software, enabling the
•,

l

.

settings to be changed without removing the card from the system. This can be very
handy when a user is unsure of the best settings for the card.
The IP address iş a 32-bit number that rp~st be unique for each machine. If the
network is to be connected to the
Internet, the' IP address must be assigned by the NIC
..
(it is usually given to you when you register your domain name). Even if no access to
the Internet is expected, arbitrarily assigning an IP address can cause problems when
messages are passed with other networks. If the .network is not connected to the outside
world, a system administrator can ignore the ~C's numbering system and adopt any IP
address. It is worthwhile, however, to consider future expansion and connection to other
networks.
As you might recall, the NIC has four classes of IP addresses in use depending on the
size of the network. Each class has some addresses that are restricted. These are shown
in Table 3 .1. Most networks are Class B, although a few large corporations require Class
A networks.

Table 3~1. The NIC IP address classes.

8

Network Mask

Number of Hosts per

Bytes

Network

Valid Addresses

111.0.0.1 to 126.255.255.254

)116,777,216

Dl1
EJl2

'

1165,534
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11128.0.0.1

I
tol

~

I

Dl

D3
~I

~

ı 191.255.255.254
224.0.0.0

11254
.

I

reserved

.

'

j.;:

i .

...

I
to

255.255.255.254
I

I

The network mask is the IP address stripped of its network identifiers, leaving only
the local machine address. For a. Class A network, this strips one byte, whereas a Class
B network strips two bytes (leaving two). The small Class C network strips three bytes
as the network mask; leaving one byte to identify the local machine (hence the limit of
254 machines on the network). The sample network is configured as a Class B machine
with the randomly chosen IP address network.mask of 147.120 (not NIC-assigned).
The broadcast address identifies packets that are to be sent to all machines on the
local network. Because a network card usuaırt.: ignores.any incoming packets that don't
;

have its specific IP address in them, a special.broadcast address can be set that the card
çan intercept in addition to locally destined *1~ssages.The broadcast address has the
host portion (the loca] machine identifiers) set to. either all Os or all 1 s, depending on the
convention followed. For convenience, the broadcast address's network mask is usually
the same as the local network mask.
The steps followed for configuring TCP/JPı are straightforward, generally following
the information required for each machine. The configuration steps are as follows:
•

Link drivers: TCP/IP must be linked

to the operating system's kernel or loaded

during the boot stage to enable TCP/IP.i

•

Add host information: Provide a list of ~Ü machines (hosts) on the network (used
for name resolution).

in~ormation for routing packets properly if
• Establish routing tables: Provide the
'

'.

.·

.

.

name resolution isn't sufficient.
•

Set user access: Configure the system to enable access in and out of the network,
as well as establishing permissions.

•

Remote device access: Configure the! system for access to remote printers,
scanners, CD-ROM carousels, and other shared network devices.

•

Configure the 'name domain server: If using a distributed address lookup system
such as Berkeley Internet Name Domain Server (BIND) or NIS, complete the
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name server files. (This step is necessary only if you are using BIND or a similar
service.)
•

Tune system for performance: Because ~ system running TCP/IP has different
behavior than'. one without TCP/IP, sowe 'system tuning is usually required.

•

Configure NFS: If the Network File System (NFS) is to be used, configure both
the file system and the user access.

•

Anonymous FTP: If the system
is to ,.~n~ble
anonymous FTP access, configure
.
i
.
the system and public directories for tbf s service.

You will use the~e steps (not- necessarily' in the sequence given) as the individual
machines on the network are configured, Thy processes are different with each operating
system, but the overall approach remains the same.

3. 1.3 Configuring Windows NT Server
Windows NT is available in both server and workstation versions. I configure the
server version for the sample network. I use Windows NT Server 3. 51 on the sample
system although Windows NT

4.6

performs in almost exactly the same way. Although

TCP/IP is provided with Windows-N'l', it is-nqt installed as the default network protocol.
'

.•

!

Instead, IPX/SPX and NetBEUI are installed as default protocols. To configure TCP/IP,
!

you need to extract the TCP/IP software fromthe distribution media if it hasn't already
been installed.
You can check for the presence of the TCP/IP software by opening the Network
Settings window inside the Control Panel. This window is shown in Figure 3.1. The
scroll list in the bottom left comer has a list of all installed components. If it does not
include an entry such· as TCP/IP Protocol, the TCP/IP software is not installed. To
install the TCP/IP software, click the Add Software button on the Network Settings
window.
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Coıımuter Name:

MERLIN'.

Domain;

TPCI

Ne\woık Soflwaıe and Adapte, Cardı
! nstalled N,ıt!!_oık Sofiware:
Server
Simple TCP/IP Services
SNMP Service
TCP/IP Protocol
.
Windows lrıt,,rnet Name Service

Installed A.daııter Caı~s:

O~ıcıip!ion: !Intel Ether Expreu 16 LAN Adapter

Figure 3.1 The Windows, NT Network Settings shows all the components that are
installed.
'

When you şelect Add Software, the system: checks for all the installed and available
components (which can take some time), then displays the windows shown in Figure
3.2: After selecting TCP/IP to be installed, you can select the specific TCP/IP
components and any other TCP /JP services you want to install from the window shown
in Figure 3.3.

N.etworkSoftw,are:
Select the software componentyou w~nt to install;'use <Other> if you have a disk
horn the vendor.
·
·

Figure 3.2 You can add the TCP/IP software to your Windows NT system through this
window,
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1

TCP/IP lntcnıe~"'°'~.İ:,19

0KB

O J;;oımecliyity

0KB

0

Utilities

~JIMPService

0KB

0 TCP/IP NetıvoıkJ)inling
D [TP Server Service
0 Simple n:rıw Services
D Q.HCP Server Service
D ',tl!NS Server Service

Support

OKO
0KB

j

0KB
0KB
0KB

Space Required:

0KB

Space Av~ilab\e: 2.009.216KB

Figure 3.3 Select the components of the Windows NT TCP/IP software that you want to
install
from thi~window.
:
.
.
'.·

..

;

'

The server version of Windows NT offers several TCP/IP configuration options and
extra services. Those .shown in Figure 3 .3 include the following:
•

TCP/IP Intemetworking: These must: be installed for TCP/IP to function. It
'

'

I

includes the drivers for TCP, IP, uPP, and ARP, as well as several other
protocols like ICMP. PPP and SLIP are also provided through this option.
;

•

Connectivity Utilities: Utilities like finger, ping, telnet, and many others. These
should be installed with all TCP/IP configurations.

•

SNMP Service: The SNMP drivers used to enable the server or workstation to be
administered remotely. This option shoµld be used if your Windows NT machine
is to be managed by a remote UNIX 1w?rkstation. The SNMP Service is also
required if you want, to· run the Pçrförmance Monitor and obtain TCP/IP

•

behavior statistics.
'
TCP/IP Network Printing: Enables network
printers (those attached directly to
···, ,·
;

.

..

the network cables instead' of a PC) to,be
used. This option can also be used if
'
,,
,.

you want to . send all print requests on 'this machine to another machine for
handling, such as a UNIX print server.'
•

FTP Server Service: If you want to use FXP to transfer files from Windows NT,
this service must be loaded.
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•

Simple TCP&
Services.,,. Offers
spd¢idıty
services
like Daytime, Echo, and
'
,._
.
i
.
·1

1·

İ

Quote that are used by sô~e applications. If you are using UNIX workstations
:

on the same' network, these servıces probably should be supported by the
.-

~1

Windows N'Imachine.

'i

• DHCP Server Service: Installs the DŞCP şerver software. If you want to use
i

DHCP on yoµr network, you need a D;ıkCP server.
•

WINS Server: If WINS iş to be used on your network, install the server
software.

Clicking the OK button beginsthe installat~oqprocess, with Windows NT prompting
you for the distribution CD~ROM or disks ~s needed. After the TCP/IP software is
installed, you have to reboot the machine and then the Network Settings window should
show the TCP/IP protocols in place.
If you installed a network adapter when thd Windows NT operating system software
'

l -

was loaded, the network adapter card should also show in the list of installed
ı
'
components in the Network Settings window. If you need to add a network adapter card
I

to the system, it can·be added through the ~etwork Settings window, too. The Add
.

;

'

:

i

'

Adapter button starts the installation routine,' which prompts for the type of network
adapter card, then the settings on the card for IRQ and memory address. After the
network card has been configured, the drivers are loaded by Windows NT, then a
system reboot makes the card available.
The Network Settings window lets you configure each component pf the TCP/IP
software installed on.the Windows NT server; You can .change the machine name and
domain name from the Network Settings window by clicking the Change button next to
those items at the top of the screen. Only an administrator can change the machine and
domain names.
If you highlight TCP/IP Protocol in the Network Settings window, then click the
.

.

Configure button, you see the TCP/IP Configuration window shown in Figure 3.4. This
lets you provide the IP address of the local madhjne (assuming it is not assigned through
the use of another service like DHCP or WINS). If you are using a DHCP or WINS
'
server (other than the machine you are configuring
now), the IP address of that server

should be entered on this screen.
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.!;_nable
~ul~malic
DHCP Conligur~tion
:
,!
:'ı.
,,
. :,y,
:

!PAddrç~ı:

1147 ',120 O 1

,~

OI

,O

j2ss

,255

Figure 3.4 The IP address of the local.machine is entered in this window.

If you are using DNS on your network; select the DNS button in the TCP/IP
Configuration wind~w. This displays
the l)Ns!Confıguratio~·window.
This window lets
.
.
'!
you specify the hostname and domain name Öf the DNS server as well as any specifics
about the DNS server search order. If you [are not using DNS, you can leave this
window as it is. Because you are not setting µp a :pNS server at the moment, you can
leave this window alone. Finally, the Advanced button on the TCP/IP Configuration
window lets you select subnet masks and gateway IP addresses, if necessary.
From the Network Settings window, you should check the network bindings to make
sure TCP/IP is used for communications over the local area network. Select the
Bindings button on the Network Settings window to display the Network Bindings
window, shown in Figure 3. 5.

Lower Bindings -- >

<-· Uppe,r ~indings

Ne'ıBIO~ lnte;face ·) wıtfş'Oert[TCP/IPJ ·? Intel EthirExpr~s 16 LAN Adapter Dnver » 111 İntel El
NelBIOS Interface·> NetBEUI Protocol» Intel Ether EKprefs 15 L.6.N Adapt'!r Driver ·> [1] Intel Ether
Server-> WINS Cnent(TCP/IP) '> Intel Ether Express 1$ LAN Adaptıır Driver-> [1] lnte! Ether EKpress
Server :~ NetBEUI Protccol ·> l~teı' Elher Express 16 lf}N ~dapter D;iver ·? [1 I Intel Ether Express 16
Worksta,tron -> WINS Cient[TCP/IPJ -> Int~ Ether Exprııss 16 LAN Adapter Drrve,r ·> (11 Intel Ether Ex
Workst;'ltion ·> NetBEUI Protqc~I -} Intel Ether Express'16 LAN Adapter Driver·> (1] !ntel Ether Expre

[if
IE

föJ

Im

Figure 3.5 The Network Bindings window shows all network bindings configured on
the system.
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If TCP/IP is properly configured, you see

tpe. TCP/JP

protocol bound to the network

adapter card. The binding should be enabled, ~s shown by a yellow lightbulb to the left
of the binding name. If it is not enabled, click the Enable button at the bottom of the
window. If other protocols, such as IPX/SPX,! are bound to the same network card and
enabled but not needed, you should disable them. Only leave the bindings that you need
enabled.
After the configuration information has been verified, you should click Update or
OK and allow Windows NT to complete the configuration for you. You might have to
provide

the source disks or CD-ROM

if.inew

software

is necessary.

After the

configuration is complete, you need to reboot the machine to effect any changes.
To verify that the configuration

is working properly, you should run the pıng

command and try pinging another machine on the network. The ping utility is DOS-

.

based and can usually be found under
WINNT35\SYSTEM32.
.
I

.

Start a DOS session and

issue the ping command, followed by a known IP address. If the remote is successfully
pinged, your installation and configuration are working.

3.1.4 Testing the Server Configurations
Testing

the TCP/IP

straightforward.

configuration

on any of the four configured

servers

is

Begin by using ping on each machine to ensure that the software is

talking to the network hardware. Unfortunately, a successful ping of the local machine
does not _always mean the network is being 'accessed properly; it simply means the
network software is processing the request. To test the network interface itself, ping the
other machines on thy network. In the following example, merlin is the local host and
sinbad is a DOS machine running ftp Software's PC/TCP (which you see tomorrow):

$ ping merlin

PING localhost (147. 120.0.1): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from localhost (147.120.0.1): icmp _seçı=O ttl=255 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (147.120.0.1): icmp_seq=l ttl=:255 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (147.120.0.1): icmpseq=z tt1=255 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (147.120.0.1): icmp_seq=3 ttl=255 time=O ms
64 bytes from localhost (147.120.0.1): icmp_seq=4 ttl=255 time=O ms
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--- localhost ping statistics --'

5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max= 0/0/0 ms
$ ping sinbad
PING sinbad (147. qo.0.11): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from localhost (147. 120.0.1): icmp jseq=O ttl=255 time=20 ms
64 bytes from localhost (147. 120.0.1): icrnp jseq=I ttl=255 time=20 ms
64 bytes from localhost (147. 120.0. 1): icmp jseq=Z ttl':"255 time=Sü ms
64 bytes from localhost (147. 120.0.1): icmp_seq=3 ttl=255 time=30 ms
64 bytes from localhost (147. 120.0. 1): icmp __s~q==4 ttl=255 time=tu ms
--- pepper ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max= 20/32/50 ms

The first test shows that the software is configured properly. The command to ping
merlin resulted in a conversion within the /etq/hosts file to recognize the instruction as
the localhost entry. After verifying the local connection, the remote machine is tried.
The successful round-trip of the packets indicates that the remote is working properly,
and that the network is functional. Of course, this works only if the remote machine has

been loaded with TCP/IP software and is active. ·
If the localhost . ping command

failed, the software was probably

configured

incorrectly, or the hardware. was not accessed properly. First, check the connectors on
the network cards, because they have an annoying habit of working loose. Next, check
·l

the network

configuration

(JRQ, address, and type of adapter), followed by the

configuration files, as: shown earlier. If everything looks correçt and the remote machine
answers its own ping command properly, there is a problem with software compatibility.
The netstat network status command is useful (or monitoring the network's performance
and detecting problems. TCP/IP system administrators frequently use the options -i, -m,
and -s.
A common problem is the lack of enouşh

STREAMS buffers, which causes a

process to hang or a connection to terminate . for no apparent reason. The size of the
STREAMS buffer and its current status can be checked with the command netstat -m:

$ netstat -m
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streams allocation;
confıg

free total

alloc

streams

292

7'f!,

queues

1424

360

1064·

mblks

5077

197
197

4062

dblks

214

fail

max

o

79

145

o
o

327

J(j4

4880

3189

206

3865

3167

ıo5

o

53

o
o

class O,

4 bytes

652

51

601

357

class 1,

16 bytes

652

1

651

284

class 2, 64 bytes

768

8

760

2158

ı

3

o

15

o

106

class 3, 128 bytes

872

104

768

237

class 4, 256 bytes

548

21

527

90

22

class 5, 5 12 bytes

324

12

312

13

13

1

o
o

class 6, 1024 bytes

107

o

107

class 7, 2048 bytes

98

98

1

o

class 8, 4096 bytes

41

o
o

4L

26

o

total configured streams memory: 1 l 83. 09KB

j

o

1

(

I

streams memory in use: 44.66KB.
maximum streams. memory used: .. 5Ş.28KB
.
The number in the fail column should be O in each row; otherwise, there is a problem
with the amount of buffer ellocated. To change the number of STREAMS buffers
allocated, kernel variables must be· changed and the kernel relinked. As a general rule, if
there are problems with the existing STRE~S

buffer sizes, increase the number by 50

percent. If that doesn't solve the problem, incrdase by another 50 percent.
To .fully test the TCP/IP system? use Telnet 9r FTP to log in and transfer files from
machine to machine. Because these two utilities-are the most common users of TCP/IP
(unless NIS or NFS are active), they help show ~ny problems with the port assignments,
services provided, or name mapping.

3.2 Setting Up a Sample TCP/IP Network: Windows Client
The Windows NT server was configured using the built-in TCP/IP stack. Now we
configure windows based client for the network The clients communicate
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with the

'

server through a TCP/IP stack loaded on each machine. Any of the operating systems
you configured as servers can also act as clients on the sample network.
Windows includes TCP(J.P client software as part of the distribution software
package, but it is not configured when Windojvs is installed. This is because Windows
installs NetWare's IPX/SPX network protocols as the default. Now you see how to
change the default ,protocol to ,TCP/IP. Windows machines, several products are
available to offer TCP/IP protocols-I have selected two of the most popular packages to
configure on these systems, The Windows machine, running Microsoft Windows for
Workgroups, is configured with NetManage's Chameleonlvf'S.

3.2.1 Windôws-Based TCPJIP: Netlvlanage's Chameleon
NetManage produces a line of TCP/IP-b~sed software specifically for Windows,
Windows, and Windows for Workgroups. Tfü:se applications are designed to provide
full access to TCPIW utilities through the Wi*d9ws environment. NetManage's line of
products includes a basic TCP/IP stack (called.;N" ewt), as well as full TCP/IP application
packages in several forms, all called Chameleon. The system is also availably for
Windows NT. You are installing Chameleon

oq a Windows for Workgroups machine on

the sample network.
Chameleon uses the standard NDIS (Network Device Interface Specification) or the
ODI (Open Data Link Interface) for communicating with the network interface card.
This enables any card that uses either NDIS or pı;:>I to be used 'With Chameleon.
Prior to installation of Chameleon, the same steps are performed as for the DOS
based TCP/IP package. The network interface card must be installed with suitable IRQ
and memory address settings. If Chameleon is being added to an existing Windows for
i

:

l

Workgroups system, the network card should already be installed and properly
configured. The same information is required as for all TCP/IP installations: the host
name, IP address, broadcast mask, subnetwork mask, and any information about
gateways or routers that needs to be included.
The version of ChameleonNFS used for {he sample network had its installation
information slightly jumbled because of updates. to both Chameleon and Windows for
Workgroups. The information supplied today applies to Windows for Workgroups and
ChameleonNFS version 4.0, although other versions should be similar.
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·3.2~2 Installing Chameleon -.
Chameleon can be installed over a fully functioning Windows or Windows for
Workgroups system. If Windows 'for Workgroups is used, ensure that the network
1

I

performs
properly (if' possible) wheh
talking to other Net8EUI.,compatible machines. In
.
.
.

this case, that's not possible because the sample network uses only TCP/IP.
The installation procedure for Chameleon, is simple. From the Program Manager's
File menu, select Run, then execute the SETUf .EXE program from the first Chameleon
disk. As with most Windows applications, this starts the installation program.
The changes made to the system files might cause problems, affecting Windows'
capability to boot. · Before installing the Chameleon software, make copies of the
'1

AUTOEXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS, PROTOCQLJNI, WIN.INI, and SYSTEM.IN! files.
1

;

If problems are encountered, these files can return the system to its original state. You
should consider making a full system backup.before any major changes to software, of
course.
The Chameleon installation program requires a lengthy serial number and an
i

'

activation key to ensure that there i~ only one such version on a network (this locks out
multiple installations using the same serial number and activation key.) The installation
script prompts for the distribution disks in order and copies all the necessary files.
,

!

I

Following the installation process, Chameleon builds the program group with the
Chameleon applications included. The Cha~eleonNFS program group is shown in
Figure 3.6. After creating the program group, 'Chameleon starts a customization screen
that lets you specify your IP address, host name, network mask, and broadcast address.
.

i

Save this information and then exit out of Windows to the DOS prompt to complete the
check of the installation.
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Figure 3.6 The Chameleon program group.
·'

Because of the different installation variables encountered with different network
drivers, it is advisable to check the following configuration files manually:
AUTOEXEC.HAT
CONFIG.SYS
PROTOCOL.INI
SYSTEM.INI
The following sections discuss each
of these files in more detail. If the files do not
'
'

.

have the information specified in 'them, add them with a text editor. Failure to check the
files properly can result in Windows being unable to boot properly. If this happens, copy
the backup files in place of the newly modified files, restart Windows, and reinstall or
reconfigure as necessary.

3.2.2.1. The AUTOEXEC.BAT File
The changes to the AUTOEXEC.BAT file necessary to enable Chameleon to run are
the inclusion of the installation directory in the PATH enyironment variable and a
network startup command. If Chameleon is installed on a Windows for Workgroups
system, the network startup command should already exist.
The PATH environment variable must be modified to include the Chameleon
installation directory, which by default is C:\NETMANAG. An existing PATH
statement can be altered, or a new line can be added below the existing PATH statement
that looks like this:
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PATH=C:\NETMANAG;%PAT!j%

Of course, the correct drive and subdirectory should be substituted. This chapter
assumes default values throughout.
The command

C:\WINDOWS\NET

START

is already in the AUTOEXEC.BATfile
Chameleon

if a Windows for Workgroups system is used If

is installed on a Windows (not IWindows for Workgroups)

system, the

NETBIND command included with the distribution software should be called as well:
.,.·

.

,

C:\NETMANAG\NETBIND
'

Chameleon might install a SHARE com111~nci in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file if one
does not exist. If one doesn't exist, it is advisable to add it if others can access the
machine. SHARE is a DOS utility that activates file-sharing and record-locking. If other
machines will be accessing the machine, SHAJ.IB is necessary to prevent error messages
and potential system freezes whenfile conflicts Occur.
The completed AUTO~XEC.BAT file looks like this for a Windows for Workgroups
installation:

PATH=C:\NETMANAG;%PATH%
C:\WINDOWS\NET START
SHARE

and like this for a Windows installation:

PATH=C:\NETMANAG;%PATH%
C:\NETMANAG\NETBIND
SHARE
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If the NET START or NETBIND command isnot executed properly, Windows displays
an error message when it loads. In some cases, 'Windows can lock up while it tries to
access the network drivers.

3.2.2.2 The CONFIG.SYS File
The CONFIG.SYS file might be considerably different for each installation. The
IDMEM memory device driver is required, aridthe SMARTDRIVE caching system is
recommended. All installations should have adequate values for the FILES and
BUFFERS settings, which are normally set by Windows when it is installed. The
CONFIG.SYS should have these values as a minimum:

BUFFERS=30
FILES=30
LASTDRIVE=Z
STACKS=9,256

This creates enough file and buffer settings to enable multiple files to be open at
once. Higher values are better, although there lş a trade-off of efficiency once the values
exceed a certain value (depending on the, amount of RAM in a system). The
LASTDRIVE setting enables more drives to tie open than are physically connected to
the system. This is necessary when remote drives are mounted, either through Windows
for Workgroups or Chameleon.
For a Windows or Windows for Workgroups system, Chameleon adds the following
commands to the CONFIG.SYS file:

DEVICE=C:\NETMANAG\PROTMAN.DOS /1:C:\NETMANAG
'

·ı

'

DEVICE=C:\NETMANAG\EXP16.D0S
DEVICE=C:\NETMANAG\NETMANAG.DOS

These load the device drivers for the protocol manager, the network interface card,
and the specific protocol for Chameleon. The protocol manager and network interface
card device drivers were discussed in the DOS section earlier today.
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Windows for Workgroups

usually has a çommand in the CONFIG.SYS file that

looks like this:
.

'

DEVICE=C:\WINDOWS\IFSHLP.SYS

This automatically loads all the necessary 'drivers. In some cases, Chameleon adds
the command for the Windows for Workgroups 3.1 device drivers to the end of the
CONFIG.SYS file, even if the IFSHLP.SYS driver exists. Comment out the added
device drivers and try the system without them. The IFSHLP.SYS device driver should
be sufficient.

3.2.2.3 The SYSTEM.iNi File
The Windows SYSTEM.INTfile· requires a.!few changes to ensure that Chameleon is
'

!'

loaded properly. These should be effected by, the installation script, but check the lines
carefully anyway.
The [boot] section of the SYSTEM.INI file shpuld have the following two lines:

[boot]
shell=progman.exe
network.drv=C:\NETMANAG\MULT400.DRV

The shell line might be different if the system uses a replacement program manager
(such as Central Point PC Tools for Windows Desktop Manager). The MULT400 driver
supports several networks at a time. The order;of these lines in the SYSTEM.INTfile is
not important, as long as they appear in the prbper section. The MULT400 driver takes
care of loading all the necessary drivers for ¢açh network. Windows for Workgroups
should have this line .

network.drv=wfwnet.drv

either commented out with a semicolon at the start of the line or removed entirely. The
WFWNET driver is the Windows for Workgroups network driver, which must be
replaced by MULT400.
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The [boot.description] section of thy SYSTEM;.INI file is changed to

[boot. description]
network.drv=Netlvlanage

ChameleonNFS

or a similar line if another Netlvlanage product is installed.
The [386Enh] section has several changes made. These are as follows:

[386Enh]
device=C: \netmanag\nmredir. 3 86
network=*vnetbios, *vwc, vnetsup.ô 86,vredir.3 86, vserver.3 86

netrnisc=ndis.3 Sô.ndiszsup. 3 86
netcard=
transport=nwlink.3 86,nwnblink.3 Sô.netbeui.JŞ6
,
.
'''

'{

InDOSPolling=FALSE

The order of the lines in the section doesn't matter. They load the correct network
device drivers into the Windows kernel.
Finally, the [network drivers] section should have these lines:
[network drivers]
netcard=elnk3.dos
devdir=C:\WINDOW~
LoadRMDrivers=YES
transport=ndishlp.sys,c:\netmanag\netmanag.dos,*netbeui
The netcard line changes depending on I the network interface card used. The
LoadRMDrivers line should be changed froıv the Windows for Workgroups default
value of NO to YES.

3.2.2.4 The PROTOCQL.INIFile
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The PROTOCOL.INI

file for a Windows for Workgroups installation doesn't require
i

many changes. The driver information should already exist. A new section added by
Chameleon should look like this:

[NETMANAGE]
DRIVERNAME=netı;nng$
BINDINGS=MS$ELNK3

The BINDINGS line changes depending on'the network interface card. It is easiest to
copy the line from another section of the PROIOCOL.INI

file.

3.2.3 Configuring Chameleon
,i
i

Once Chameleon has been installed and the startup files checked for proper content,
;

)'

i

you can configure the software for the sample machine. This is done through the
j

.

.

11

'

'

Chameleon CUSTOM application. When started, CUSTOM displays a( status screen as
shown in Figure 3.7
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Figure 3. 7 The Chameleon Custom screen.

If the installation routine didn't add the machine's name and IP address to the Custom
screen, use the Setup menu item to select the different aspects of the configuration that
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must be specified. You should provide a machine name, IP address, subnet mask, and
domain name, as well as the interface if not aıready added (Ethernet, in this case).
To enter the names of the other machines on the network and their IP addresses, select
the Services menu Host Table option to display the Host Table dialog box. To add the
other machines on the sample network, enter ~ n~me in the top portion of the window in
the field titled Official Name and click the Add button. This shows a window for the IP
address, which should be filled in completely. Then click OK. The IP address and the
machine name are now entered into the host table. This window is shown in Figure 3.8
with the address for the machine merlin added. If a machine has more than one name,
the different names çan be added as aliases through this screen, as well.

file
!rt"?ılace:
f!hysical

ı\ddr

If' Aıldres~:'
Subııet 1!4,~ır.:
Ho~ Nam.~:
D~main N<1mı::
Name
JMJ OM.0£iı

UUNET

Figure 3.8 Chameleon's Host T~pleIP Address dialog box.

3.2.4 Testing Chameleon
After the changes to the four configuration files are completed, reboot the system and
start Windows. Watch for error messages as the Chameleon lines in the CONFIG.SYS
and AUTOEXEC.BAT files are executed.

ıf; Windows

for Workgroups was installed

and working prior to installing Chameleon, there should not be any errors.
The easiest way to test the new TCP/IP system is to use the ping utility within the
Chameleon program group. When selected, it displays a small dialog box. Select the
Start option, which displays another dialog bQX waiting for a machine name. Enter the
name of the local machine.

The ping window should show a successful result. This is indicated by a message
showing the number of bytes received, as well as time information. A sample output
from a successful attempt to ping the local machine is shown in Figure 3.9

ı ,~------- W/mlWihli~·

file. ''.S.iart·' 'Si:!lings Help
61+ bytes 'recei"ued, icıııp_seq-1, tiıoe-o ms
--- "ound-trip
(rns) rnin/aug/~aK - 0/0/D ---

~*Üı~

Figure 3,.9 ping diagnostic messages.

If the ping attempt is not successful, Chameleon displays a message about the
network drivers not .installed or about unreachable hosts. Upon receipt of such a
;

message, check the network card settings and ~11 the configuration information through
the CUSTOM program.
The next step· is to use ping to send to another machine on the network. Figure 3 .1 O
shows the output froıi:ı a ping attempt on freya, the sample network's Linux server and to
whitney, the Windows machine that is not booted (and hence should fail). The system
timed OUt On the Whitneyattempt, as you would·expect.
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Figure '3.10 Ping across a network.

If the ping attempts across the network fa~l · on all machines, the problem is likely
with the configuration. Check all the' configuration information , as well as the network
cables and cards. Make sure the machines to b~ pinged are up and running TCP/IP.
If the network is operating properly, tty ~he ftp and telnet applications from the
Chameleon program group. Full instructions for these utilities are in the documentation.
As long as a host table entry has been created and ping succeeded, the other utilities
should function properly. Both provide a graphical interface that Windows users will
'

find familiar, instead of the character-based line interface found with DOS.
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4. TROUBLESHOOTING
•

-,·

'.,·.

t

, __

•

.

TCP/IP

4.1 Troubleshooting the Network Interface
]

'

The physical connection to the network is (suitable starting point for troubleshooting
when a problem is not obvious. Because th~re are many popular network interfaces,
each of which must be dealt with in a slightly pifferent manner, some generalizations
!

must be made. The overall approach remains the same, however.
Assuming that the network itself is functional, thy most common problems with the
network interface are a faulty network card

oi abad connector. Checking each is easily
L

;

done by simple replacement. If the problem persists; the fault is most likely higher in the
architecture.
Faulty network transport media (usually c~~le,s) are not uncommon. If a device at the
.

+

. " ',.

'

end of a cable is not' functioning, it iş worthwhil~ to check the cable itself to ensure that

a communication path exists. This can be dod~ with a portable computer or terminal, or
in· some cases a conductivity tester, dependi,~g':onthe network. A systematic testing
process can narrow down a network cabling pr~blem to a specific segment.
One overlooked problem arises not because of a real fault with the network interface
or the network itself but because one device 9n the network is transmitting a different
protocol. This can foul up the entire network: and grind it to a halt. (For example, an
Ethernet network might have one or more devices set to transmit IEEE 802.3 frames,
which are not the same as Ethernet.)
If there is a conversion from one protocol to another, that can be suspect. For
example, it is common to find Apple'Talk networks running TCP/IP. The IP messages
are encapsulated in Apple'I'alk frames. If

tlıe

conversion between the two formats

(which can occur at a gateway or router) is not clean, some faulty packets might be
passed. This can cause network problems.
If the network connections and network interface cards appear to be working (which
I

can be verified with a network analyzer or board swapping), the problem is in a higher
layer.
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4.2 Troubleshooting the Network (IP) Layer

The network layer (where IP resides) can be the most trouble-prone aspect of the
network if configuration rules are not followed scrupulously. Because this layer handles
routing, any mistakes can cause lost packets1 making it appear that a machine on the
network

is not communicating

with the others. IC:MP can be a useful tool for

troubleshooting this layer.
One of the most common mistakes, especially with large networks, is a duplication
of IP addresses. This can be an accident, as a new address is programmed, or a user can
move his or her machine and in. the process jumble the IP address. It is not uncommon
for users to change. the IP address by mistake when investigating the software. The
network mask must also be correct.
Addressing

of packets within the IP layer; (where the source and destination IP
;[

'

addresses are encapsulated in the IP header) is another source of problems. Determining
destination IP addresses requires communications with another machine, which should
hold the necessary information. ff the Domain' Name System (DNS) is active, it can
contribute to the confusion if the server has faulty tab leş.
It is necessary for the IP address to be map~ed to the physical address. Both ARP and
RARP require this table to direct packets over the network. If a network card is changed
for any reason, the unique physical
address on
the' board no longer corresponds to, the IP
'
~
.
ı·
address, so messages are rerouted elsewhere. Network administrators must keep close
track of any changes to the network, hardware

ip all devices.

Problems· Gan also occur with devices that handle intermediary

routing, such as

bridges, routers, and brouters. These must be aware of all changes to the network, as
well as physical and logical addresses for the devices they are connected to. Specialized
protocols such as Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) handle much of this maintenance, 9pt somewhere in the network a manual
notation of changes must be made.
There are many potential sources of tn:mbJ.~ with the network layer. Even processes
that should work without trouble, such as packet fragmentation and reassembly, can
cause problems.
Connectivity between machines at both the transport and network level can be tested
using utilities such as ping. A systematic check of machines along a network and out
over an internetwork can help isolate problems, not just in the source and destination
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1

machines but also in intermediate processors such as routers. The traceroute utility can
be used for this, also, if it is available.

4.3 Troubleshooting TCP and UDP
Assuming the network layer is functioning correctly, the host-to-host' software might
be a problem. If the software is correctly installed and started (which might sound
obvious but is a common cause of failure), a, process to isolate the problem must be
followed. There are many files involved with both TCP and UDP, differing with each
operating system version, so the documentation accompanying the TCP or UDP
software should be consulted.
The protocol in use must be determined firs(:·.j_

Iş the machine using TCP or UDP, and
•

if both, are both failing? Problems such as fpo many retransmissions or no timeout
;1

values carı make UDP appear as ifit is failing, put TCP would not be affected (unless it
uses the same port or too many processes are açtive).
Port addresses can b~ problematic, especially with
TCP. Each port on a machine can be
,,
,

sent a ping message from

.

a remote machine to verify that it is communicating properly.

If a port request fails, it might indicate a11 improper or missing entry in a configuration
file. The finger utility might also be useful. If .messages are passing correctly from one
machine to another, the problem is iq the configuration of the software, or a higher level
application.
Incorrect configuration parameters can cause TCP or UDP failures. For example, if
the send and receive window values for TCP ~re set to low levels, there might be no
opportunity for applications Jo pass enough information. In this case, it might appear
that TCP is at fault. Carefully check all configuration files and settings.

4A Troubleshooting the Application Layer
i

Assuming that both IP and TCP or UDP are functioning properly, the application
layer is suspect. It is in this layer that higher-level protocols such as the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP), Telnet, and SMTP are based. I~ can be difficult to find problems within
the application layer, 'although a few simple tests help eliminate obvious solutions.
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Several commercial utilities are available to monitor reception within the application
;

layer.
Assuming that data is getting to the rightjapplication (which can be checked with
some diagnostic tools or simple programming routines), the problem might be in
interpretation. Verify that the communications between two applications are both the
same format. More than one application has .expected ASCII and received EBCDIC.
Diagnostics
show the messages moving into the
application properly, but they are total
.
'
gibberish to the application when it tries to interpret them.
Assuming that is not the problem, there could be a fault with the applications at
either end. Although you might assume that a Telnet program from one vendor would
i

talk to one from another vendor, this is not true in an unfortunately large number of
.

.!

cases. If there are no identical software packages or versions known to work with the
other package, this can be difficult to trpu~leshoot. This kind of cross-application
'

'

problem is particularty prevalent .with mixed-platform systems, such as a PC-based FTP
or TCP/IP software package trying to access services on a UNIX host.
Some readily available utilities carı be useq,~omonitor the application layer. Some of
these utilities are distributed with operating systems, and others are distributed as public
domain software. The utility snmpwatch is a network monitoring program that reports
on · any SNMP variables that change their values. This can be helpful in diagnosing
communications problems within SNMP.
The Internet Rover is a network monitoring program that enables testing of several
protocols, including Telnet, FTP, and SMTP.: Unfortunately, it doesn't work with all
operating system variants. Another tool for SMTP testing is mconnect, which verifies
connections.

4.5 Security
·,,

Security is an important issue and one often overlooked, usually to the
administrator's. Taking the steps to set up a rlroper security policy and protecting the
system as well aş possible should be a mandatory task for every system administrator.
Routers can be significant in a network's security plan. Most routers enable the system
administrator to restrict traffic through the router in some manner, either in one direction
or both. A router can be set, for example, to, prohibit Telnet or rlogin requests from
outside the network, 'but enable through file transfer requests such as FTP. Routers can
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also prevent traffic into a local network thrmi~h the router from anywhere outside the
network, cutting down on access into (and through) a network.
Routers usually perform this type of traffic filtering by simply looking at the
datagram headers for the requested port. If one of the restricted ports is requested, the
datagram can be returned to the sender or discarded. Setting the proper access filters
from a network router can be an effective and simple manner of restricting outside
access.
Unfortunately, the Internet and most networks were simply not designed to prevent
unauthorized

access

or monitoring.

These

features

were

usually

added

as an

afterthought, and as such have some problems. Watching network traffic and trapping
addresses, user IDs, and passwords is ridiculously easy, so MIT developed Kerberos
security protocols to help.
Kerberos (named after the three-headed dog guarding the gates of Hades) uses an
encryption key and server introduction methqd ·to enable access. Kerberos is slowly
being adopted as a standard among Internet users (despite some governmental protests),
and it works well with the TCP/IP family of protocols.
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CONCLUSION
'.
. .
l
.

Internet Protocols are the standard, routable entries networking protocols. All
modern operating systems .offer TCP/IP support and most large networks rely on
TCP/IP for much of their network traffic. This is a technology for connecting dissimilar
ij

systems. Many standard connectivity utilitiesf are available to access and transfer data
I

· ·

•

1

between dissimilar systems, including File Transfer
Protocol and Telnet. It provides a
;:·
'.

.

robust, scalable, cross-platform client/serve~ framework. TCP/IP offers the socket
interface, which is ideal for developing client/server applications that can run on
Sockets-compliant stacks from other vendors; Sockets applications can also advantage
of other networkinş protocols such as NW4ink used in Novell Net Ware networks.
Internet Protocols provide
a. method of gaining
access
to the Internet. The internet
'
.
'
:·

'

,·

consists of thousands of network worldwide qo.q.necting research facilities, universities;
. libraries, government agencies and private companies.
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